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WINONA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Friday, May 8, 2015 
Memorial Hall - McCown Gymnasium 
FROM THE PRESIDENT 
Congratulations to everyone gathered here today! 
Congratulations to the students who have worked so hard for 
so long to achieve this goal. Behind your accomplishments 
is a story of courage, hard work, and commitment. Many 
of you have faced challenges that you thought would be 
insurmountable, yet here you are. You have had experien ces 
here that have changed the way you look at the world and the 
way you look at yourself. This may have happened during 
study abroad or an alternative spring break project; or as 
a result of an internship, research project, or work-study 
experience; or because you participated in clubs, student 
government, music, theatre, dance, or athletics; or because 
of a mentoring relationship with someone on our faculty or 
staff. Your studies at Winona State University have opened 
up new ideas, new possibilities, new understandings, and 
even new worlds. 
Congratulations to the family members and friends who have supported today's graduates. Thank you 
for being here to support your graduate on this special day and for entrusting your graduate to Winona 
State University. Your encouragement has made a tremendous difference in the lives of our students 
and in our campus community. The celebration of our graduates is a celebration of you, too. 
And congratulations to those in the Winona State University community who have also given their all 
to help today's graduates achieve and succeed. Today is certainly a celebration of our students, but it is 
also a celebration of the dedication of Winona State's faculty and staff. Without you, none of this would 
be possible 1 Thank you for everything you do to make Winona State University such a distinctive place. 
Our graduates know that Winona State University has a simple mission statement that sums up 
our essence: "a community of learners improving our world." Graduates, I hope that your time here 
was filled with pride in this community and with learning that enriched you in many ways. I also hope 
that you have only begun to improve our world. 
Today marks the beginning of a new phase in your relationship with Winona State University. You have 
been a tremendous part of the life of Winona State, and we trust that we have been a tremendous part 
of your life as well. As your life progresses, our relationship with you will continue. This will be your 
home forever. 
You became a Warrior the day you arrived on campus, and you will remain a Warrior forever. 
Scott Robert Olson 
President 
ORDER OF EXERCISES 
Patricia L. Rogers, Presiding 
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
We invite you to enjoy the prelude concert by the Winona State University 






Minnesota State Colleges 
and Universities Board of Trustees 




"Pomp and Circumstance No. l" by Edward Elgar 
WSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble 
Donald Lovejoy, Conductor 
Professor, Music Department 
Stage party led by Darrell Downs, Marshal 
WSU Faculty Association President 
Professor, Political Science and Public Administration Department 
"Star Spangled Banner" by Francis Scott Key 
and John Stafford Smith, arranged by R.W. Thygerson 
WSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble 
Margot Friedli 
Vocal Performance/Music Education-Vocal Emphasis 
Thiensville, Wisconsin 
Patricia L. Rogers 
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Honorable John Cowles, Board of Trustees 
Brian Aldrich, Professor Emeritus, Sociology (morning and afternoon ceremony) 
Ruth Forsythe, Professor Emerita, English (morning ceremony) 
David Hamerski, Professor Emeritus, Physics (afternoon ceremony) 
Susan Hatfield, Professor Emerita, Communication Studies (morning ceremony) 
Ann Rethlefsen, Professor Emerita, Education (afternoon ceremony) 
Rill Reuter, Professor Emerita, Chemistry (afternoon ceremony) 
Bruce Svingen, Professor Emeritus, Chemistry (afternoon ceremony) 
"Black Granite" by James Hosay 
WSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble 
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CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
Assisted by: 






Scott R. Olson 
President of the University 
Kaitlyn O'Neill (morning ceremony) 
Mass Communication - Public Relations 
New Prague, Minnesota 
Heather Kosik 
WSU Alumni Relations 
Patricia L. Rogers 
Mary Kay Haupt (afternoon ceremony) 
Community Counseling 
Holmen, Wisconsin 
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Scott R. Olson, President 
Morning Ceremony 
Hamid Akbari, Dean, College of Business 
Ralph Townsend, Dean, College of Liberal Arts 
Afternoon Ceremony 
Tarrell Portman, Dean, College of Education 
William McBreen, Dean, College of Nursing and Health Sciences 
Charla Miertschin, Dean, College of Science and Engineering 
Gabrielle Medina 
Communication Studies/Spanish 
Forest Lake, Minnesota 
Cody Anderson 
Mass Communication 
Lake City, Minnesota 
"Hail! Winona;' words by Charlotte Chorpenning 
Tune ''Annie Lisle;' arranged by Paul Yoder 
WSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble 
Garrett Bowling 
Music Education - Vocal Emphasis 
Eagan, Minnesota 
(see page 6 for lyrics) 
"March Intercollegiate" by Charles Ives 
(In honor of our Alma Mater) 
WSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble 
RECEPTION IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE CEREMONY 
- Pavillion Near Alumni Gazebo -




Lo, in Mississippi's waters, 
Blue the eternal sky; 
In our hearts, 0 Alma Mater, 
Clear thy spirit high! 
(Chorus) 
Noble hills watch o'er the valley 
Where thy dwelling lies; 
Steadfast hearts, 0 Alma Mater, 
Guard thy destinies. 
(Chorus) 
Ever shall tomorrow better 
What today hath won; 
Lead thy children, Alma Mater, 
On, forever on! 
(Chorus) 
CHORUS 
Lift the chorus 
Send it ringing 
Far o'er hill and vale! 
Hail to thee, 0 Alma Mater! 
Hail, Winona hail! 
Words by Charlotte Chorpenning 
Tune ''Annie Lisle," arranged by Paul Yoder 
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ACADEMIC COSTUME AND PROCESSION 
The traditions of academic apparel and procession 
date back to as early as the 12th century when the 
first "modern" universities at Bologna and Paris were 
centers of European learning. The usual garb of the 
time was a long gown - a necessity for warmth in 
unheated buildings of that era. Scholars, generally 
members of church orders, wore such robes as well as 
hoods to protect their shaved heads. Later, the hood 
became a cape that could be pulled over the head in 
unpleasant weather. 
Today there are three basic types of gowns and hoods. 
The bachelor's gown has pointed sleeves and is 
designed to be worn closed at the front. The master's 
gown is designed with an oblong sleeve, open at the 
wrist, with an arc cutaway at the front of the sleeve. It 
may be worn either open or closed. The doctoral gown 
is full with voluminous bell sleeves, and it also may be 
worn open or closed. 
The hoods worn by those who hold a master's degree 
are lined with the official colors of the institution 
awarding the degree. Graduates of WSU receive a 
hood lined with purple and white. WSU faculty and 
administration members wear hoods that show the 
colors of the institution where their degrees were 
obtained. The binding or edging of the hood is silk 
or velvet and the color indicates the subject area or 
discipline as listed below. 
Caps retain the traditional black color but the various 
tassel colors each have meaning. Gold tassels indicate 
bachelor of science degree, white is for bachelor of 
arts and black tassels indicate master's and specialist 
degrees. Doctoral tassels are usually metallic gold. 
Customs of the commencement processional vary 
a great deal. At Winona State University, the first to 
enter the auditorium at the start of the ceremony is the 
Marshal carrying the WSU Mace, followed by the stage 
party consisting of the president, guest speakers, deans 
of the colleges ofWSU and other honored guests. 
The degree candidates-the graduates-are .next into the 
auditorium. The students process into the ceremony 
grouped by college and in alphabetical order. Each 
college of graduates is led in procession by a banner 
carrier who is academically one of the highest ranking 
juniors and who carries the banner for the particular 
~ollege. The main WSU banner is also carried by a top 
tier junior and precedes the master's degrees and where 
appropriate, sixth year and specialist degrees. 
Within the individual colleges, the graduates march in 
order of their degree, first the associate degrees, then 
the bachelor's degrees. 
Following the graduates in the processional are the 
faculty and administration. They enter the auditorium 
in the order of their seniority at WSU. The retired 
faculty and administration are also invited to process 
and enter as a separate group in a place of honor. 
A number of the graduates wear honor cords to signify 
exceptional academic achievement. The description of 
the honor cords and their criteria are listed on page 10. 
COLORS OF THE MASTER'S AND DOCTORAL HOODS INDICATE THE FOLLOWING DISCIPLINES: 
Dark blue - Philosophy Copper - Economics Brown - Fine Arts Golden yellow - Science 
Light blue - Education White - Humanities/ Arts Sage - Physical Education Purple - Law 
Apricot - Nursing Cream - Social Science Pink - Music Citron - Social Work 
Drab gray - Business Silver gray - Speech Crimson - Journalism Green - Medicine 
Thank You to the WSU Foundation! 
~ . s . ·-•T• Winona tateUnivers1ty~-
IJI Foundation 
~
The purple robes worn by the Commencement Ambassadors and Banner Carriers at today's 
ceremony were funded through a one-time Special Projects grant from the WSU Foundation, 
which exists to foster and support the advancement of Winona State University and its students. 
STUDENT SPEAKERS 
Kaitlyn O'Neill 
If Kaitlyn O'Neill has one 
regret about her college 
experience, it's that she didn't 
spend every single year at 
Winona State University. 
Originally from New Prague, 
Minn., O'Neill first enrolled 
at University of Minnesota 
as a freshman. However, she 
longed for more of a sense 
of community and personal 
interaction. After visiting 
friends who attended WSU and "loved it," she decided to 
trade in her maroon and gold for purple and hasn't looked 
back for a second. 
"I am so happy with my choice to transfer and wish I had 
spent all five years on this campus," said O'Neill. "The 
relationships I created with my peers, professors, and 
WSU staff - it was something I had never experienced at 
theU ofM." 
The supportive and welcoming atmosphere at WSU 
empowered O'Neill to take chances and to find her voice. 
She felt comfortable branching out and trying new things. 
"I always felt I had support from my professors and peers 
when I wanted to start something new," said O'Neill. 
"Whether I succeeded or not, I learned a lot. I was never 
alone in the process, and I was guided to exactly where I was 
meant to be." 
O'Neill was active during her time at WSU as a member of 
the WSU Dance Team, an avid supporter of the Warrior 
football team, and one of the founding members ofWSU's 
Love Your Melon club, a charitable organization that 
donates a hat to every child battling cancer in America. 
She lives by the motto, "Be nice and work hard. Nothing can 
go terribly wrong with your day if you are simply nice to 
everyone and you work hard at whatever you're doing." 
As O'Neill prepares for life beyond WSU, she's thankful for 
everything that has brought her to this moment, ready to 
take on the world. 
"I have landed great internships, been a part of awesome 
experiences and volunteer opportunities, and met some 
amazing people. Without taking those chances I would not 
feel as ready for the real world." 
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Mary Kay Haupt 
Winona State University gave 
Mary Haupt more than just a 
degree; it gave her the chance 
to make good on a lifelong 
dream. 
Haupt's path to a master's 
degree has been anything 
but simple. She received her 
bachelor's degree in 1982, 
and spent years working in 
marketing and job training. 
She later switched gears to 
raise her three children, but as her youngest daughter 
entered school, she sought to pick up where she "left off." 
A native of Pulaski, Wis., Haupt originally enrolled in a 
master's program at UW-Stout. However, after hearing 
so many people praise the WSU graduate program in 
Community Counseling, she made the switch to become a 
Warrior, enrolling in 2005 as a post-traditional student. 
Haupt liked WSU so much, she jumped at the opportunity 
to work full -time at the university, deferring her academic 
pursuit temporarily. Then in fall 2012, she committed to 
attending classes fulltime, all the while continuing to work 
in the Student Life and Development area and completing 
an internship in Counseling Services. 
"The Counselor Education department and staff helped 
me regain the confidence in my ability to do good in this 
world, something that I longed to do when I graduated in 
1982 the first time," said Haupt. 
Haupt said her favorite part about WSU is the people. Role 
models and mentors are "everywhere," she said. 
"Everyone pulled for me from day one, and saw something 
in me that used to be there a few decades ago,'' said Haupt. 
"They pulled the happiness right out of me, and now you 
will see a glow that shows I'm right where I should be." 
After finishing graduate school, Haupt hopes to work in 
mental health counseling, with the ultimate goal of being 
an educator or speaker. 
Her advice to her peers as she graduates is to never give 
up. "A set-back just means a comeback, and to realize that 
knowledge of the world and yourself comes with time." 
COMMENCEMENT PROCESSIONAL - COLLEGE BANNER CARRIERS 
Carrying the processional banners are top ranking juniors in their respective colleges. 
The Spring 2015 Commencement carriers, their majors and hometowns are: 
Cosette Kaster 
Business Administration/Global Studies - Hewitt, Wisconsin - Winona State University 
Xin Zhou 
Finance - Jiujiang, Jiangxi province, China - College of Business 
Ryan Bigalk 
Criminal Justice: Law Enforcement - Harmony, Minnesota - College of Liberal Arts 
Madeline Christensen 
Nursing - Shoreview, Minnesota - Winona State University 
Cara Stemper 
Elementary Education - Caledonia, Minnesota - College of Education 
Carli Wojcik 
Nursing - Saint Michael, Minnesota - College of Nursing and Health Sciences 
Hok-Lam Ou-Yong 
Computer Science - Hong Kong - College of Science and Engineering 
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UNIVERSITY HONOR CORDS 
Winona State University awards university honor cords to graduates who demonstrate exceptional academic 
achievement. WSU honor cords are worn over the left shoulder and indicate high academic standing or grade-
point-average : 
"Cum laude" - Purple cords - GPA of 3.60 to 3.74 
"Magna cum laude" - Silver cords - GPA of 3. 75 to 3.89 
"Summa cum laude" - Gold cords - GPA of 3.90 to 4.00 
In addition, individual academic departments and other campus organizations may bestow honor cords or 
stoles on their graduates. These include: 
Academic Cords of College or Department 
Alpha Lambda Delta - All-University 
Honor Society - Red, white and gold 
cords - GPA of 3.5 or higher 
Alpha Psi Omega - National Theatre 
Honor Society - Amber and sky blue 
cords - GPA of2.5 or higher 
Alpha Upsilon Alpha - International 
Reading Association Honor Society -
Maroon and grey cords - GPA of 3.25 
or higher 
Beta Beta Beta - Biological Honor 
Society, Gamma Delta chapter - Red 
and green cords - GPA of 3.0 or 
higher 
Chi Sigma Iota - International honor 
society for counselors - Blue and 
white cords - GPA of 3.5 or higher 
Golden Key National Honor Society 
- Gold and blue double cords or gold 
medallions - GPA of 3.4 or higher 
African-American graduates wear a 
Kente cloth, a colorful stole dating 
back to I 2th century royalty of the 
Asante people of Ghana. The Kente 
cloth honors those persons who 
represent the highest expression 
of esteem and dignity of African-
American culture. 
Kappa Delta Pi - International Honor 
Society in Education, Gamma Thu 
chapter - Purple and teal cords GPA 
of 3.0 or higher 
Lambda Epsilon Chi - National 
Honor Society in Legal Assistant/ 
Paralegal Studies - Purple satin 
sashes embroidered with gold - GPA 
of 3.5 or higher in paralegal courses 
and overall GPA of at least 3.2 
Lambda Pi Eta - National Honor 
Society in Communication Studies 
- Red and white cords - GPA of 3.25 
or higher in communication studies 
courses and overall GPA of at least 
3.0. 
Mu Sigma Rho - National Honor 
Society in Statistics - Gold and black 
cords - Rank in the top third of class 
National Society of Collegiate 
Scholars - International Honor 
Society for all majors - Burgundy 
and gold cords - GPA of 3.4 or higher 
during their first and/ or second year 
Organization or Service Cords 
Purple, silver and white triple 
braided cords are worn by graduating 
members of the Student Senate 
who have provided at least one full 
semester of service, are in good 
standing with the Senate and have 
the approval of the Student Senate 
Executive Committee. 
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Phi Alpha Theta - National Honor 
Society in History - Silver and red 
cords - At least 12 credits in history 
with GPA of 3.0 or higher in all 
history courses and overall GPA of 
3. 0 or higher 
Pi Mu Epsilon - Honorary National 
Mathematics Society - Violet, 
lavender and gold cords - Indicates 
completion of two years of 
mathematics, including a full 
calculus sequence, with GPA of3.0 
or higher in all mathematics and 
statistics courses and rank in top 
third of class 
Pi Sigma Alpha - National Political 
Science Honor Society - Red, white, 
black cords - GPA of 3.25 or higher in 
political science courses and overall 
GPA of 3.0 or higher 
Sigma Theta Thu - International 
Honor Society of Nursing, Kappa Mu 
chapter - Purple cords - GPA of 3.5 or 
higher for graduate students and 3.2 
or higher for undergraduate students 
Red, white and blue cords are worn 
by graduating students who have 
served in the United States Armed 
Forces. 
THE PRESIDENTIAL MEDALLION 
Each Winona State president has proudly worn the Presidential 
Medallion since it was created in 1967. It is more than the insignia 
of the office. It is a symbol of a people's faith in education, in the 
responsibility of the office and in the guardianship of the university by 
the State of Minnesota. 
Floretta Murray, professor emerita of the Winona State College Art 
Department, designed the Winona State Presidential Medallion. The 
1967-68 students proudly gifted this outstanding work of art to the college. 
The symbolism of the medallion lies within the framework of the letters of 
"Winona State University;' which encircle and bind together the inner symbols. At the 
center of the medallion is an equilateral triangle symbolic of science, literature and the arts. Through their 
unity man will survive. Within the triangle is a circle, depicting the endless movement of education, which 
represents the world and man, incomplete without knowledge. 
At the apex of the triangle, aquamarine is symbolic of the Mississippi River and 
the 10,000 lakes of Minnesota. Topaz on the lower left represents the golden grain 
of this great state. At the lower right, garnet honors the pioneer citizens of Winona. 
In 1858 they asked the Legislature to establish an institution for higher education in 
Winona and, in addition, gave land from the city to provide a place for the university. 
The segments outside the triangle are the diamond-set stars, which shine for L'Etoile 
du Nord, the Star of North, or the State of Minnesota. The trees to the left denote 
the great forests, while the flowing lines at the triangle's base symbolize our streams 
and rivers. The fire of the opal in the link to the chain stands for zeal, supportive of 
education as a social necessity. The purple alexandrite in the chain symbolizes the 
school color and the pride that our students and faculty have for the university. These 
gems were gifts of the citizens of Winona and Winona State faculty members as a mark 
of their esteem for the university and its memorable past. 
THE UNIVERSITY MACE 
A mace is a staff borne as a symbol of authority. The person carrying the University Mace, 
known as the Marshal, is the President of the Winona State University Faculty Association. 
The University Mace has a circular medallion placed atop a metallic sphere. Inscribed on 
the sphere are the words "Founded 1858;' the date Winona Normal School, which later 
became Winona State University, was established. The sphere and medallion are attached 
atop a long staff. The medallion in the Mace is derived from the Presidential Medallion. 
The powerful symbolism of the University Mace makes it a distinctive and valuable part of 
Commencement. 
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WINONA STATE UNIVERSITY 
A community of learners improving our world 
The origins of Winona State University can be traced to 
the earliest days of the State of Minnesota. Although still a 
part of the nation's western frontier in 1858, settlers were 
rapidly populating the newly formed state. The Minnesota 
Legislature determined schools would be required for the 
state's children, and teachers would be needed to educate 
those students. Lawmakers passed an act calling for the 
establishment of a state normal school to prepare teachers. 
When the citizens of Winona learned of the opportunity to 
be the home for the first state normal school, they raised 
$7,000 in money and land nearly overnight. Because of the 
community's overwhelming support, Winona was quickly 
selected as the site for the first teacher training institution 
west of the Mississippi River. The Winona State Normal 
School held its first classes in 1860. As the school opened its 
doors, it began sending newly trained teachers out into the 
state to help meet the educational needs of its citizenry. 
Throughout its history, the school's mission and goals have 
evolved to reflect the times and needs of the region and 
nation. Classes for students in Rochester were first offered 
in 1917. In 1921, the normal school became Winona State 
Teachers College, authorized to grant bachelor's degrees. 
Another name change, to Winona State College in 1957, 
reflected an expanded mission with the addition of bachelor 
of arts, master of science, and associate in arts degrees. In 
1975, the institution earned full university status. 
Winona State has grown into a vibrant university structured 
in five colleges: Business, Education, Liberal Arts, Nursing 
and Health Sciences, and Science and Engineering. 
Enrollment, including the Winona and Rochester campuses 
and the adult education and outreach programs, totals more 
than 8,700. Undergraduate degrees are granted in more 
1? 
than 100 areas of study, while 28 graduate programs are 
offered, including the Doctor of Nursing Practice. 
A comprehensive university that prepares students to be 
skilled, responsible, and active citizens, Winona State is 
recognized nationally as a leader in higher education. 
The university's innovative programs encourage active 
learning opportunities and respect for diverse ideas. Its 
incorporation of contemporary technology into the learning 
environment offers students many advantages in today's 
rapidly changing world. 
As the university has evolved, the campus has grown. In 
2014, WSU welcomed the Cal Fremling, a 49-passenger 
floating interpretive center and classroom dedicated to 
creating a greater understanding of the Mississippi River. 
This spring, the university accepted the donation of the 
Laird Norton Building, a 30,000-square-foot facility that 
will support the exhibition of campus and community art. 
On the horizon, Winona State's Education Village aims 
to change the future of education. The proposed modern 
learning environment will prepare new graduates as they 
enter the ever-changing education system. The Education 
Village will build on the university's history as a world 
leader in education and renew national and international 
recognition for teacher education at Winona State 
University. 
Winona State is as committed today to providing a future 
filled with opportunity as it was when it was founded more 
than 150 years ago. With a clear vision of quality education, 
the university continues to fulfill its contract to improve the 
lives of the people of Minnesota, the nation, and the world. 
WELCOME TO THE ALUMNI SOCIETY 
CLASS OF 2015 
"Staying connected with Winona State University and the alumni office has given me 
the opportunity to succeed professionally. The events the WSU alumni office holds 
allow me to connect with the ever-growing Warrior network. Having a degree from 
WSU is a powerful thing, and you never know who could be hiring." 
Laura Lake '13 
The Society of the Alumni of the State Normal School at Winona was organized in 1875 under the leadership of William 
F. Phelps. The society's objectives were to promote the relationship between the institution and its graduates and pupils, 
as well as to advance their mutual interests and the cause of popular education in the state of Minnesota. 
Today, Winona State University has issued more than 50,000 degrees in more than 150 years of existence. Our alumni and 
friends are spread across the USA and the world. As a member of the WSU Alumni Society you have the opportunity to: 
Share the Experience: Each year, the Alumni Society awards a number of $1,000 scholarships to qualified new incoming 
students who are related to a WSU Alumnus. 
Advance Your Career: Career development is an ongoing, lifelong process. Take advantage of services offered to enhance 
your career, including assistance with job searches, career management, and free transcripts for all alumni. 
Share Your Knowledge and Connections: As an alum, you can provide valuable professional expertise and assist in 
building bridges between students and employers. The Alumni College program offers the opportunity to return to 
campus and share where your education has taken you. 
Be Recognized: Each year Winona State and the Alumni Society recognize individuals for their outstanding commitment 
to the university, its mission, and to improving our world. Distinguished Alumni A ward recipients are graduates 
who have achieved prominence in their chosen field of endeavor and who have made significant contributions to the 
university, bringing honor to themselves and to their alma mater. 
Know Your Community: Currents magazine is published three times each year and is distributed to WSU alumni, friends, 
parents, faculty, and staff. Keep up to date on campus news, faculty and student accomplishments, alumni achievements, 
and find out who got a new job, got married or had a baby! 
Stay Connected: The office of Alumni Relations and the Alumni Society sponsor events, activities, reunions, and 
programs to help alumni stay connected to their alma mater and to each other. Our goal is to keep you, the alumni and 
friends of WSU, connected to this great institution. 
"Among lifelong friends, colleagues, and influential role models, I found my thirst for 
knowledge at WSU. Never stop learning. Whether that is professional development, trade 
skills, a new language, or an expansion of your new degree, continue to strive for something 
new. And if you've ever considered graduate school but don't have anything lined up then 
get on it! It is never too late. An education is something that can never be taken away." 
Alumni Relations, Sornsen Hall 206 
Winona State University 
PO BOX 5838 
Winona, MN 55987 
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College of Liberal Arts 
Master of Arts* 
Tabatha Nicole Hanly 
Literature and Language ................... ............. Mound MN 
Marian E. Holtorf 
TESOL ....................... ................................ Rochester MN 
Hsun Lee 
TESOL ...... ... ... .. ... ... .. ............... ........... Bade City CHINA 
LauraLee Miller 
Literature and Language ............................... Dubuque IA 
Amy Suzanne Pearson 
Literature and Language ............................... Winona MN 
Xueyuan Yang 
TESOL .................................. .......... Shijiazhuang CHINA 
Zichan Zhang 
TESOL ............................ .... ... .............. Langfang CHINA 
Undergraduate Degrees 
College of Business 
Bachelor of Arts* 
Justin James Bidwell 
Economics ........................ ...................... Maple Lake MN 
William Wood Gruenert 
Economics ..................................................... Franklin TN 
Ryan Weldon Logelin 
Economics ..................... ... .. ... .................... Prior Lake MN 
Evan Philip Prowse 
Economics .................................................. Plymouth MN 
:j: Daniel Quade 
Economics ....................................... ... ......... Wabasha MN 
Bachelor of Science* 
Bethany Eden Adkins 
Marketing ............................... .... ... ..... .. ...... Stillwater MN 
James Joseph Akre 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ................... Winona MN 
Zenebech Engedayehu Aly 
Business Administration ............................ Rochester MN 
+ Brian Thomas Amble 
Marketing ..................................................... Hastings MN 
Matthew Lee Baker 
Business Administration ............. .. ... ... ... ........ Brussels WI 
Collin Lars Baska 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ............. Rosemount MN 
Jackie Lynn Bauer 
Finance ............................................................ Durand WI 
Joshua Charles Beatty 
Business Administration ............ ................. Ellendale MN 
Timothy Beinhorn 
Business Administration ...... ...................... Rochester MN 
:j: Joshua Joseph Beranek 
Accounting .............................. .............. .. ..... Onalaska WI 
Peter Guenther Bergaus 
Business Administration ............................... Winona MN 
Miranda Anne Berge 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management .......... Chippewa Falls WI 
+ Ashley Marie Betker 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ............. Hutchinson MN 
Andy B. Bettin 
Management Information Systems ........ Trempealeau WI 
Jacob Andrew Bidwell 
Accounting ............................................. Maple Lake MN 
Erik Meier Borrman 
Business Administration ................................ Chaska MN 
Justin Thomas Bradshaw 
Marketing ........................... .. .. .. ... ............. Crystal Lake IL 
Keyaira Braxton 
Finance .................................. .. .. ................ Milwaukee WI 
Alyssa Johanna Bremer 
Business Administration ............................. Northrop MN 
Laura Elizabeth Brink 
Business Administration ........................... Burnsville MN 
Shelby Lynn Bucher 
Business Administration ..................... West Concord MN 
Amanda Marie Burggraff 
Marketing .................................................... Corcoran MN 
James Ralph Carney IV 
Business Administration ............................ Woodstock IL 
Stefan Robert Caspers 
Marketing ....................... .............. ......... Apple Valley MN 
t Taylor Ann Clouse 
Accounting ....................................................... Eagan MN 
Austin Cox 
Accounting ................................................ Northfield MN 
Olivia Kay Delagrave 
Accounting ...................................... .. ........... Onalaska WI 
Bo Patrick Dryer 
Business Administration ........................ Eden Prairie MN 
+ Hannah Rose Duellman 
Accounting .................................................... Winona MN 
Henry Joseph Dwyer 
Marketing .................................................. Woodbury MN 
:j: Alexandra Rae Eckman 
Finance ............................................... Brooklyn Park MN 
t Ian Michael Stephen Elias 
Accounting/Finance ........................... ....... Shoreview MN 
Karl J. Elshoff 
Finance ........................................................ Chatfield MN 
Rowdie B. Erwin 
Marketing ...................................................... St. Paul MN 
Hannah Marie Evans 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ............. Maplewood MN 
t Jeffery Steven Fieck 
Accounting ................................................. Rochester MN 
Benjamin Matthew Fischer 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ...................... Eagan MN 
Landon Jared Flies 
Marketing ................................................... Plainview MN 
Adam Flury 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ....... .. ........ Lakeville MN 
Aaron Erik Forgaard 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ................. Faribault MN 
t Jenna Marie Frain 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. .................... Rogers MN 
t Trina Lauren Frank 
Marketing ................................................... Mapleton MN 
Anthony Tobiaus Frisby 
Business Administration .............. Columbia Heights MN 
Drew A. Gorski 
Business Administration ............................ Champlin MN 
Thomas Alan Guggemos 
Business Administration ................................ Savage MN 
Lynae Jolina Hahn 
Business Administration ..... ... .. ........ ........... Goodhue MN 
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Natalie Ann Hardy 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management ........................ Racine WI 
Taylor Allan Hauser 
Business Administration ............................. .. . Holmen WI 
Lindsay Kathryn Henderson 
Business Administration ........................... .. .. Winona MN 
Robyn M. Hennis 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ................. Fairmont MN 
Jessica K. Herfel 
Marketing .................................. ................ . McFarland WI 
Anna Barbara Hiebert 
Marketing ............... .. ..... .............................. Excelsior MN 
Colton Fitzgerald Higgins 
Finance/Marketing ... ....................... .......... .. Fairmont MN 
Max Sander Hoenisch 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ..... ..... ........... Wausau WI 
Erin Julia Hoffmann 
Business Administration ........................... Sioux Falls SD 
Levi Ford Holets 
Business Administration ................. ......... St. Charles MN 
Megan Lee Houdek 
Accounting ................ .............................. .. Caledonia MN 
+ Samantha Louise Hughes 
Accounting ................................................ Shoreview MN 
Kalene Connor Hulberg 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ................. .. . Arcadia WI 
Brandon Peter Rutkowski 
Business Administration .................... ... Rollingstone MN 
Fanon Shidode Isiji 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management .......... Kakamega KENYA 
Andrew Leo Jaeger 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management ........... ....... Rochester MN 
Elizabeth Mae Jerbi 
Accounting ............... ............................. ........ Wheeling IL 
Alexa Grace Johnson 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ................. La Crosse WI 
t Hannah Marie Johnson 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. .............. .... .. . Wausau WI 
t Ryan Charles Johnson 
Finance .................. ........ ......................... .... Rochester MN 
Trevor Norman Jones 
Business Administration ....................... ........ McHenry IL 
Matthew Phillip Kadrlik 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ............. Farmington MN 
Anamika Khaling 
Management Information Systems ... Kathmandu NEPAL 
Tyler Joseph Kiel 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ....................... Mora MN 
Kayla Marie Knepper 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ............... .. Galesville WI 
Megan Rae Knops 
Business Administration ............................. .... Hudson WI 
Braydon Taylor Koball 
Business Administration ........................... . Plainview MN 
Caralyn Margaret Komdoerfer 
Accounting ...................... ................... ... ........ ... Racine WI 
t Deborah Lynn Kostuck 
Accounting ........................ ............................ Winona MN 
:j: Cody James Kreiner 
Accounting ............................................ .......... Phillips WI 
Amanda Lee Krenz 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management. ............... ... . Oakdale MN 
Ivana Simonovic Kurtaljevic 
Business Administration ................... .. .Jagodina SERBIA 
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William David Lage 
Accounting .......................................... .......... St. Paul MN 
Haley Alexandrea Lampert 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ....... ........ Caledonia MN 
Benjamin Joseph Larson · 
Economics/Finance ............................ ........ ... . Becker MN 
Benjamin Paul Larson 
Business Administration .................. Vadnais Heights MN 
Hun Wei Lee 
Finance ................................. Kuala Lumpur MALAYSIA 
Marie P. Lentz 
Business Administration .................... ........ Stillwater MN 
Yin Tung Li 
Marketing ........... .. ...... ............... Kowloon HONG KONG 
Michelle Morgan Loretz 
Marketing ....... ......... ........................... ..... .. Tomahawk WI 
:j: Andrea Jean Louwagie 
Accounting .... .. ...... ............... .............. ..... .. . Rochester MN 
Cort Tyler Majkrzak 
Management Information Systems .... ........ Shakopee MN 
Dora Nelly Marquez 
Business Administration ...................... ... .. . Rochester MN 
Brett Daniel Mashl 
Business Administration ................ .. .. .. .......... De Pere WI 
Ryan Patrick McCusker 
Marketing ........... ............................... ... ........ ... Anoka MN 
Adam Meister 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ............... Milwaukee WI 
Aaron C. Miller 
Business Administration ..................... ....... Rochester MN 
Katherine Marie Moening 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management. ............ Maple Grove MN 
Jared Jeffrey Mork 
Business Administration ................... ..... ....... Centuria WI 
t Patricia Catherine Muras 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ....... ... ..... .... Winona MN 
Mukosa Namuninia 
Marketing ....... .... ........ ... ..................... ... Maple Grove MN 
Matthew Steven Navis 
Marketing ......... .. ... ..... ....................... .... Bloomington MN 
+ Nicholas Joseph Neuvirth 
Business Administration ........... ......... ....... ...... Elkton MN 
Victoria Jo Nowak 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. .... ............... Montfort WI 
Luke Derek Ochieng 
Accounting ............... .. ....................... ..... . Middletown DE 
Blake Gordon Olsen 
Business Administration ............................. Lakeville MN 
Kayla Paige Otterness 
Business Administration ................... .. ........ .... Mabel MN 
Blake Hunter Patton 
Business Administration ................... ......... Rochester MN 
Matthew Thomas Pechnik 
Business Administration ................. ............ Janesville WI 
Tyler Lee Peickert 
Business Administration ................... .. ..... Lino Lakes MN 
Mitchell Lee Pitek 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ....... .... ..... ..... Wausau WI 
Mara Ann Post 
Business Administration ......... .................... Lakeville MN 
Lindsey Alexandra Poston 






Magna cum Laude 
Summa cum Laude 
Diploma will be awarded upon 
satisfactory completion of degree. 
Drew Michael Preiner 
Business Administration .............. .............. .. Oakdale MN 
Joseph Ryan Prindle 
Marketing .................................................. Prior Lake MN 
Joseph David Prior 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management ..... .......... Hutchinson MN 
Joshua David Prondzinski 
Business Administration ....... .. ............ .......... .. . Ettrick WI 
Caitlin Ann Pronley 
Business Administration .......... .................. Brookfield WI 
Kyle John Randall 
Business Administration .......... .. ................... Mauston WI 
Jamie Redmond 
Marketing .................. .................. ................ Lakeville MN 
William James Resop 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. .................. Appleton WI 
Pasha Kay Richardson 
Accounting ..... .......... ................ .................. Lake City MN 
Alyssa Pearl Riles 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ............. St. Michael MN 
Kevin Edward Roberts 
Accounting ................ .. .......................... Apple Valley MN 
Jordan David Rocca 
Accounting ....... .................................. ........ Rochester MN 
Anna Marie Rollinger 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management. ..... ... .......... Roseville MN 
Allison C. Rooney 
Marketing .................................... ............. Crystal Lake IL 
Lauren Catherine Rowan 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ................. .. St. Paul MN 
Sarra Marie Rubringer 
Business Administration ................. ............ ....... Eagle WI 
Rida Tariq Sadiq 
Finance ....... .. ......... .... ....... .......................... Rochester MN 
Matthew William Schmidt 
Business Administration .......... ................. Burnsville MN 
Samuel Michael Schneider 
Marketing ............ ... ....... ......................... Eden Prairie MN 
Bethany Lynn Schultz 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ................... .... Mora MN 
Jonathan Servais 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ................. La Crosse WI 
t Brooke Marie Shaeffer 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management. ................... De Forest WI 
Christopher Sievert 
Accounting ............... ... .. ............................ Shoreview MN 
t Spencer Ann Simmons 
Marketing/Spanish .................... ..... White Bear Lake MN 
Dustin Smieja 
Business Administration ................. .. .. ..... .. . Galesville WI 
Andrew Arthur Smikrud 
Marketing .................. ................ .................. ...... .. Blair WI 
Garrett Dennis Smith 
Business Administration/Finance ........... New Prague MN 
Michelle Lee Smith 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ................ Champlin MN 
Ashley Megan Snedden 
Business Administration .......................... Scandinavia WI 
Jonny Yorn Andre Soth 
Accounting/Business Administration .............. Austin MN 
Erik Nathan Spears 
Marketing .......... ................ .................. ............. Eagan MN 
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Heather Nicole Speer 
Business Administration ............ ....... .... ............ Elgin MN 
+ Kayla Marie Spethman 
Marketing ............. .......... .. ....................... ... Woodstock IL 
Lauren Marie Springer 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ...... ......... Owatonna MN 
+ Meta Jo Stern 
Accounting ....... ... ............ ............... ........ ..... Goodhue MN 
John Jacob Stoltenberg 
Management Information Systems .... ....... ... .. Adams MN 
Carly Meredith Strey 
Management Information Systems ...... .. .......... Eagan MN 
Matthew Wesley Swenson 
Finance ...................... ................. ................. Lakeville MN 
Nicholas Taylor 
Marketing ......... ..... ......................... ........ ...... .. ....... Cary IL 
Zachary Richard Tegtmeier 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. .... .. Rolling Meadows IL 
Abbey Ida Tibesar 
Business Administration .............. ............ ..... Winona MN 
Alexandra Mae Tschida 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ................ Stillwater MN 
Ah Vang 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ... ... .. ........... Winona MN 
Tou Vang 
Marketing ............................... ........ ........ ... Milwaukee WI 
Toni Anne Vohnoutka 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ... ........... ..... . Savage MN 
Derek Richard Vonnahme 
Business Administration ....................... Apple Valley MN 
David Mark Wagner 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ... ...... ....... Green Bay WI 
Zoe Anne Waite 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. ............ .... River Falls WI 
YuyingWang 
Accounting ............ ................................ Kunming CHINA 
Alek A. Warwien 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management. ................. Rochester MN 
Taylor Jordan Wentz 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management. ....... ......... Woodbury MN 
Kyla Jeene Westwood 
Business Administration ......... .............. .... Woodbury MN 
Emily Ann Wilichowski 
Business Administration ......... ........... ..... ..... . Hartford WI 
Benjamin Dennis Williams 
Business Administration ............ ............ ....... .. Tucson AZ 
Nathaniel M. Wolfe 
Business Administration ......... ..... .... ........ ..... Winona MN 
Alexander Thomas Woo 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. .......... .... .. Rochester MN 
Shane Carl Woodley 
Business Administration/ 
Management Information Systems .. .. Chippewa Falls WI 
Gaoxiang Yang 
Marketing ............ .... ........ .............. ........ Kunming CHINA 
Mai NouYang 
Business Administration/ 
Human Resource Management.. .... ............... Winona MN 
Zheyu Zhou 
Accounting ................... .. ......................... . Suzhou CHINA 
Brian Ziolkowski 
Finance .......... ..... ...... ... ............................ . Lino Lakes MN 
College of Liberal Arts 
Associate of Arts* 
Cassaundra Marie Cummings 
Associate of Arts .............................................. Tomah WI 
Lauren Grace Mendoza 
Associate of Arts ....................................... Prior Lake MN 
Hayley Deyon Newman 
Associate of Arts ............................................. Austin MN 
Caroline Icia Perez 
Associate of Arts ...... ...... ........... ...... ... ........ Rochester MN 
Bachelor of Arts* 
Patrisha Abt 
Law and Society ............................................. Viroqua WI 
Joseph Ilan Aharoni 
Music ................................................... Ashkelon ISRAEL 
Kaitlin A. Ahlgren 
Communication Studies ....... .. .... .................... Darwin MN 
Gloria Alicia Alatorre 
Spanish ................................................. Tijuana MEXICO 
Robert Scott Aldrich 
Communication Studies ................................ Winona MN 
Lauren Marie Allen 
English ................................................ New Brighton MN 
Jacob Nicholas Alterman 
Art ..................................... ... ... ...... ... ......... Burnsville MN 
Sola Ann Anderson 
Mass Communication .... ...... ...... .... .... .. .. .......... Tower MN 
Patrick Ryan Andries 
English ........................................................ Naperville IL 
+ Samuel Dennis Bach 
Political Science ................... ... ......... ........ Brown Deer WI 
Adam Temple Bahr 
Sociology .. .. ... ... ... .... .. .... ... .................. ........ Faribault MN 
Marya~rn .Bannerman-Thompson 
Profess tonal Studies .................................... Roseville MN 
Matthew Dennis Barrett 
History ................................ ....................... Prior Lake MN 
Andrea Kay Bautch 
Mass Communication .. ..... ... ........ .. .... .. .. ... .... Winona MN 
James Sherwood Bell III 
Global Studies .............. ...... .............. ........ Blue Earth MN 
+ Leah Marie Bentfield 
Psychology .............................................. Forest Lake MN 
t Ryan Steven Berres 
Psychology (Honors in Psychology) .......... Rochester MN 
Matthew Lee Bowman 
S.ociology ................................................ East Bethel MN 
+ Clatre Ellen Bradley 
Psychology (Honors in Psychology) ........ West Salem WI 
Kelsie Lynn Brand 
Psychology ............................... ..................... Winona MN 
Kelsey Lynn Breer 
Sociology ........................... ...... ................... Rushford MN 
Heather Ann Briant 
Mass Communication ........ ... ... ................... Lakeville MN 
Gregory Domenick Bruno 
History ...................................... ............. Oconomowoc WI 
t Ashlen Paige Buck 
Sociology ................................................... Zumbrota MN 
Patrick A. Christner 
Mass Communication .... ....... .. ........................ Duluth MN 
Connor Clark 
English ............................... .. ............... ......... Hopkins MN 
Dame] August Cockriel 
Mass Communication .................................. Oakdale MN 
Jackson Seamus McNamara Collins 
Mass Communication ................................... St. Paul MN 
Rachel Ann Cook 
History ................................ ........................ Rochester MN 
Melissa Dawne Connor 
Individualized Studies ....... .. ............................. Dover MN 
Dayton R. Cotten 
Art ............................................ .................. Rochester MN 
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t Sara Margaret Cotter 
Mass Communication ...................................... Verona WI 
Haley Marie Dahl 
Mass Communication ....................... ... ............. Isanti MN 
Kelsey Rose Degenhardt 
Psychology/Spanish ..................................... De Forest WI 
Jordan T. DeGidio 
Mass Communication .... .. ... .. .... Inver Grove Heights MN 
Jana Marie Diekrager 
.Global Studies ............................................... Winona MN 
Ehzabeth Ann Dingbaum 
Spanish ........................................................ Moorpark CA 
:j: Leah Catherine Dobihal 
English/Global Studies/Spanish ............... Lino Lakes MN 
Jose Israel Dominguez II 
Art ............................................... ... ........ Casa Grande AZ 
Xia Dong 
Psychology ............................................... Xingtai CHINA 
Morgan Elizabeth Downs 
Psychology ..................................................... Savage MN 
Patrick McLain Driscoll 
Individualized Studies ......................... St. Louis Park MN 
:j: Madison Taryn Duncan 
Mass Communication .. .... ..... ....... .. .. ...... ... ... Burleson TX 
+ Matthew John Dwyer 
P~ychology (Honors in Psychology) .......... Stillwater MN 
Jessica Rose Elmg 
. Law and Society ............................. ............. Lakeland MN 
Nichole Elke 
Communication Studies .................................. Dassel MN 
Rebecca Ann Erickson 
Mass Communication ..... ..... ...... .................... Dakota MN 
Caleb Joseph Fiala 
Psychology (Honors in Psychology) ........... Welcome MN 
Ashley Luella Forman 
Psychology (Honors in Psychology) ..... Apple Valley MN 
+ Emma Fradgley 
Global Studies ......................................... Farmington MN 
Michael George Frey 
Mass Communication ..... .......... ..... .............. Hopkins MN 
Heather Erin Furuseth 
Sociology ......................... ... ... .................... Rochester MN 
Logan Terrence Galchutt 
.Political Science ...................................... Maplewood MN 
M1ckella Mae Geary 
Communication Studies ......... ..... ....................... Viola WI 
Cassandra May Gerenz 
Spanish ........................................ .. ........ Coon Rapids MN 
+ Rebecca Rose Germscheid 
Communication Studies ...................... St. Louis Park MN 
Samuel Lyle Geyer 
Global Studies/Spanish ........................ Ashwaubenon WI 
Mikaela Ann Girard 
Psychology ................................................... Delafield WI 
Daniel James Gitto 
Psychology .................................................... Hartland WI 
Kevm Donald Gossen 
Mass Communication ........................ ......... Waukesha WI 
Steven Mark Gottsacker 
Global Studies/Spanish ............................... Lakeville MN 
Katie Marie Gottstein 
Mass Communication .. ................ .. ...... ..... .Island Lake IL 
Haley Grow 
Mass Communication ..... ... .... .. ... ... ... .... .......... Oregon WI 
Haley Rae Halliday 
Mass Communication ........... ..... .. ........ .. ...... .. Fridley MN 




Magna cum Laude 
Summa cum Laude 
Diploma will be awarded upon 
satisfactory completion of degree. 
Andrew R. Halvorsen 
English ... ... ....... .. ... ... ...... ................... ...... .... . LeSueur MN 
:j: Abbey Elizabeth Hammell 
Psychology (Honors in Psychology)/ 
Spanish .......... ... ... ........ ........... .. ... ... ... ..... .... Rochester MN 
Anthony Jay Hammes 
Kip Kovar 
Mass Communication ... ..... ...... .... ... ... .. .. .. ... ... . Mayer MN 
Elizabeth Ellen Kropidlowski 
Mass Communication ..... ... ................. ... ..... .. Winona MN 
Jason George Krueger 
Mass Communication ... ... .. ..... .. ... .... .... ........ .... Edina MN 
Political Science/Public Administration ... .. . Hastings MN 
+ Rick Jeffrey Hatfield 
Art .......... ...... .. ......... ... ..... ...... ......... ...... ........ . Winona MN 
Kelseyjo Heggem 
Michael Alfred Krug 
Psychology ... .... ............ ... ....... ... Inver Grove Heights MN 
Tyler Richard Kubler 
Mass Communication .... ....... .. ..... ..... .. ... Eden Prairie MN 
Psychology .. .......... ..... ..... .. .. .. ............ .... ..... .. Hopkins MN 
Erik Joseph Hendricks 
Cameron Michael Kuebler 
Political Science ............ .. ... ... ...... ...... .... ... ...... Kasson MN 
Mass Communication .. .... ....... ..... ... .. .... .... ..... ... Estero FL Alexandra Michelle Lakin 
+ Monica Dawn Hendricks Art ....... .. .......... ........ ........... ....... ... ..... ...... .... .. Winona MN 
Psychology (Honors in Psychology) .... ..... .... .. Hudson WI 
Ellyn Margaret Herrman 
Pedro Pablo Lander 
Mass Communication .. ... ..... .... ... . Caracas VENEZUELA 
Individualized Studies .......... ....... .. ... .......... ...... . Sparta WI 
Tonya DeAnn Hjort 
Kayla Jane Langmaid 
Mass Communication ... ... ... ....... ... .... ....... ....... Netwon IA 
Mass Communication ...... .. .. ... .. ....... ... ..... .. ..... Milaca MN 
Laura Rennie Hoberg 
Sociology .. ..... .. ............... ... ..... .. ... ...... .... .. Monticello MN 
Edward Norman Hodges 
Individualized Studies ... ..... .... .......... ...... ... Caledonia MN 
Garrick John Hoekstra 
Ingrid Marie Larson 
Sociology ........ ... ........ ............ ....... ..... ... ... Lake Elmo MN 
Yeejsuab Lee 
Psychology ........... ........... .. ... ........ .... .... .. .. .... Onalaska WI 
Zachary Ryan Lenz 
Mass Communication ... ....... ............ ... .. ..... ..... Blaine MN 
History .. ... ....... .. ...... ...... ..... .... ......... .... ... .... Northfield MN + Nicole Rose Lieske 
t Jesse Richard Hoeppner 
Political Science ..... ... ... ... ........... .... .. ...... .... Rochester MN 
Melissa Ann Holdgrafer 
Psychology ... .... .... ........... ............. .... ..... .. Rose Creek MN 
Brittany Hollenbeck 
Mass Communication .. .... ........ ..... .. .. .... Oconomowoc WI 
Communication Studies .. ..... ............. ... ..... Northfield MN 
Jodi Linberg 
Sociology ...... ... ..... .. ...... ..... .. ......... .. .. .... .. Maplewood MN 
Yongyee Lo 
Sociology ... ....... ..... ....... .... .. .. ... ..... ..... .... ... Saint Paul MN 
Cara Suzanne Luebke 
Kylee C. Homewood 
Individualized Studies ........... ...... .... .......... ... Iowa City IA 
Christina Marie Honsa 
Psychology ... ...... .... ....... ... ...... .... ...... .... . Maple Grove MN 
Carl Seth Luedtke 
History .. ..... ...... ...... .... .. .............. ... .... .. .. .. .... Rochester MN 
Psychology .................. .. ........ .. .. .... . White Bear Lake MN Hunter N. Lyght 
Andrew John Horry 
Communication Studies .. .. ... .... ... ....... .. ..... Burnsville MN 
Law and Society ............. ... .................. ....... Fennimore WI 
Adam Thomas Machacek 
:j: Aleyna Leahann Hunt Communication Studies ....... ........ ....... South St. Paul MN 
Sociology .... ..... ... .. ..... ..... .... ..... ... .... .. ...... .... Linwood MN Patricia Kathryn Maddasion 
Alexandra Day Jenner 
Mass Communication ... ... .......... ............... Silver Lake WI 
Devin Rachael Johnson 
Mass Communication ............. ... ......... ... .... .. Onalaska WI 
Travis Keith Madigan 
Sociology ....... ..... .... ........ ...... ...... ........ ......... ... Hudson WI 
Mass Communication ....... .. ... ....... ...... St. Louis Park MN Gina M. Marcucci 
Kayla Marie Johnson Mass Communication ... .. ... ... ..... ...... .... ........ ... Anoka MN 
Psychology/Spanish ...... ... ... ... ... ........ .... ....... .. Baraboo WI Andrew Carl Massat 
Kyle Murphy Johnson 
History ...... ..... ..... ... .. ..... ..... ... ..... ... .. ......... ..... Edgerton WI 
+ Mitchell L. Johnson 
English .. ... ............ ..... .. ... .... .... .... ... .... ... .... . Woodbury MN 
Art ...... .. ........ ... .... ..... .... ... ... .... .. ... ... ... ... ... . Crystal Lake IL 
Taylor John Mathias III 
Communication Studies ......... ... .... .. ... .. Grand Rapids MN 
Brandon Scott Matis 
Nora Taaran Johnson 
Mass Communication ...... ...... ... .. ... White Bear Lake MN 
Individualized Studies ........ ...... ...... Spring Lake Park MN 
Weston Weber Mauss 
Tay la Rae Jones Spanish .. ..... .. ....... ... .. ...... ... ... ..... .. ....... .. .. La Crescent MN 
Psychology .... ...... .. .... ... ............... .. ... ...... ... Owatonna MN + Amy Lynn McAulay 
Cara Glynn Jostad Psychology .. ......... ... ..... .. ...... ... ..... .. .. ..... ... ........ . Hugo MN 
Communication Studies ........ .. ... ........ ..... .. .. Galesville WI Cardyn Austin McCabe 
Leanne Patricia Keacher Communication Studies .. .... ......... .. ..... ... .... . LeCenter MN 
Mass Communication ... .. .. .... .. .... ........... Minneapolis MN 
Michael Jack Keller 
Megan Brianna McKenzie 
Communication Studies .. ......... .... ....... .... Chanhassen MN 
Political Science ... .... ......... .. ...... .. .. ..... ... ..... Park Ridge IL 
Sukyoung Kim 
Maire Bridget McMahon 
Mass Communication ... .... ....... ........ ..... Two Harbors MN 
Global Studies .......... ... ... Busan REPUBLIC OF KOREA Katrina Ann McNamara 
Christopher Mark Kirkeeng 
Global Studies/Spanish ......... ..... ... .... ..... ........ Viroqua WI 
Kelly Rae Kirkpatrick 
Communication Studies .......... .. ...... .... ....... Rochester MN 
Danielle Elizabeth Meilahn 
Mass Communication .... ......... ...... ......... .... ... . Savage MN 
Individualized Studies .. .. ...... ... ....... ...... .. ... . Rochester MN :j: Elizabeth Helen Meinders 
Alaina Beth Kne English/Mass Communication .. .. .... ..... ..... . Marshfield WI 
Psychology/Spanish .. ..... ... ...... ..... ..... ....... . St. Francis MN 
Robbie Keith Knowles 
Margaret Elizabeth Melby 
English/Spanish .. .. ...... ...... .. ... .... .. ..... ... ... Eden Prairie MN 
Individualized Studies .. ..... ...... ........... .. . Rollingstone MN 
Alyssa K. Koch 
t Niklas Meyer 
Political Science .. .. ... ..... ..... ..... .. ... . Hamburg GERMANY 
Mass Communication ............. .. ............... .. Green Bay WI 
Natalie Elizabeth Koch 
Adam Thomas Milbauer 
Psychology/Spanish ...... .. .... .... .... ..... ...... ... Woodbury MN 
Psychology .. ......... ..... ... .......... .. ... .... ....... ... ... Wayzata MN Benjamin Laurence Mompier 
+ Devari Ann Koenings 
Communication Studies ....... ......... ...... .... .... Waterford WI 
Sociology .. ........ ... .... ..... ...... ......... .... ....... ... .. East Troy WI 
Julie Marie Mordhorst 
Kaitlin Elizabeth Kolbinger Mass Communication ....... .......... ... .... .. . Maple Grove MN 
Communication Studies/Psychology .... ..... .... Becker MN 
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Sara Diane Morse 
English .............. ....................... ............. Apple Valley MN 
Haley M. Nelson 
Individualized Studies ................................... Ramsey MN 
t Carly Rose Nixon 
Art/Mass Communication ..................... ........... Racine WI 
t Abby Elizabeth Nixt 
Mass Communication ............................ ......... Anoka MN 
Andrew Edward Noble · 
Art ....... ........................................................ Marshall MN 
+ Sydney Anne Norman 
Mass Communication ................................ Brookfield WI 
Alyssa Marie O'Connor 
Mass Communication .................................. Medford MN 
Molly Frances O'Connor 
English ...................................................... Saint Paul MN 
+ Judith Dmasilim N. Ohochukwu 
Psychology .......................................... ... . Maplewood MN 
Elijah Chigozie Ejike Ojika 
Individualized Studies ......................... New Brighton MN 
t Caylie Patricia O'Neil 
Art .................................................................... Verona WI 
Kaitlyn Louise O'Neill 
Mass Communication ........................... . New Prague MN 
Ivette Orozco-Mayares 
Psychology .... ..... ................................. .. ... ....... Blaine MN 
Victoria Elizabeth O'Sullivan 
Communication Studies ......................... Stewartville MN 
Kayle Rose Paul 
Mass Communication .............................. ... St. Cloud MN 
Emily Christine Penz 
Psychology .......... .. ........................ ............. Rochester MN 
Melanee Marie Pfautz 
Communication Studies ............................... Andover MN 
t Sarah Ellen Pickar 
Mass Communication ..................... North Saint Paul MN 
Kristen Clara Rasmussen 
History ...................................... ............ ........ Wauconda IL 
Alexandra Elizabeth Rech 
Individualized Studies .................... ....... Montgomery MN 
Thomas Allan Rekward 
English ................. ........................ ...... ............ Viroqua WI 
Anthony Guider Resnick 
Mass Communication ............................... Cambridge WI 
Justin Duane Rice 
Communication Studies ... ..... ............. Cottage Grove MN 
Kelsey Annemarie Rice 
Communication Studies ... ....................... North Oaks MN 
Elizabeth Ann Ristau 
Communication Studies ........................ ....... Hayfield MN 
+ Alexandra Rae Rockholt 
Mass Communication ........................ ......... Lakeville MN 
Vance James Ross 
Individualized Studies ...................... .............. Evanston IL 
Joshua Michael Rumppe 
Communication Studies ........................... ... Richfield MN 
Candace Ann Rupnick 
Mass Communication ......................... ......... Dousman WI 
Alexander Steven Russell 
Psychology ....... ..................................... ........ Winona MN 
Ellen Marie Ryan 
Mass Communication ............... Inver Grove Heights MN 
Joseph James Rys 
Communication Studies ......................... Minneapolis MN 
+ Amber Nichole Saathoff 
Psychology ...................... .. .. ... ....... .... .............. Hudson WI 
t Julia Rose Sand 
Mass Communication ............................ Zimmerman MN 
Lucas Shane Sanneman 
Art ..................................... ................... .. .......... Byron MN 
Alyssa Marie Sawinski 
Mass Communication .......... ................ Zumbro Falls MN 
Katie Ann Schlaikowski 
Mass Communication .......................... ....... Waterford WI 
Anthony R. Schliesman 
Dance!fheatre Arts ........................ ......... ... Rochester MN 
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Bradi Justine Schmear 
Psychology ....... ................................ .. ..... Mukwonago WI 
+ Cassandra Lee Schmidt 
Psychology ....................................... ............. Ramsey MN 
Nathan Allen Schmitt 
Communication Studies ................. ............ Shakopee MN 
Anna Catherine Schmitz 
Mass Communication ..................... ...... ... . Prior Lake MN 
+ Matthew T. Seckora 
Mass Communication .......... ... ...................... Bloomer WI 
Mallory Renae Seifert 
Mass Communication/Psychology ............. Stillwater MN 
+ Samantha Simpson 
Individualized Studies ........................... Apple Valley MN 
Kathryn Ann Sirek 
Psychology .. ................................. ................. Webster MN 
Jacob William Smith 
English .................................................. ..... Rochester MN 
Madison Kay Smith 
Psychology (Honors in Psychology) ............... Hudson WI 
+ Megan Marie Smith 
Dance/Theatre Arts ........................................ Baldwin WI 
t Miranda Mae Soukup 
Mass Communication ........ ............. ... ....... Prior Lake MN 
Halley Alexa Spiros 
Mass Communication ........ .. ........... ............ Lakeville MN 
Jason C. Straub 
Mass Communication ........................... Fort Atkinson WI 
+ Hannah. Sung 
Art .. ..... ................................................. North Branch MN 
t Anne Elizabeth Swanson 
Mass Communication ................................. Roseville MN 
Lina Medhat Sabry Tawfik 
Mass Communication ..................... ... ........ Cairo EGYPT 
Patherchia Julie Thao 
Mass Communication ........... ........... ......... Saint Paul MN 
John Matthew Thrailkill 
Individualized Studies ............ ............ ...... Crystal Lake IL 
Janelle Kathleen Thwing 
Psychology ...... ....... .................................... Plymouth MN 
Tasha Antonia Toombs 
Sociology .... ... .......................... .. ...... .. ... Bloomington MN 
+ Huy Minh Tran 
Law and Society ............. , ......... ........ .......... Rochester MN 
Jacob Todd Trione 
Psychology ... ..... ......................................... Burlington WI 
t Melissa Grace Van Grinsven 
Mass Communication ........... .... .. .......... ......... Savage MN 
YengVang 
English/Global Studies .................................. Winona MN 
Ashley Elizabeth Vetter 
Mass Communication ...................... ... .. Apple Valley MN 
Zachary Christian Virden 
Communication Studies ................... ......... Chesapeake VA 
Abby M. Vowels 
Art ........... ... .......... ................. ......... White Bear Lake MN 
Peter Edward Wagenbach 
Mass Communication ...................... ....... Maplewood MN 
Andrew Kenneth Wangen 
History ........ ....... ............................... ... .. .......... Austin MN 
Christopher Paul Wanless 
Communication Studies ................... .............. Decorah IA 
Isaac Gabriel Wenzel 
Mass Communication ...................... West Saint Paul MN 
Ryan Fredrick Westhoff 






Magna cum laude 
Summa cum laude 
Diploma will be awarded upon 
satisfactory completion of degree. 
Samantha Marie Whiteis 
Sociology .......................... .......... .......... Maple Grove MN 
Michael R. Whiting 
Mass Communication ............................... Milwaukee WI 
t Kayla Madelyne Wolff 
Spanish ....................................................... Janesville MN 
Phia Xiong 
Individualized Studies ................................... St. Paul MN 
Levi Robert Yankosky 
Political Science ................................................. Elba MN 
Robbie John Zagaros 
Mass Communication ........ ................ Brooklyn Park MN 
t Megan Reilly Zeiher 
Mass Communication ................................. Le Sueur MN 
:j: Erin Marie Zoromski 
Communication Studies ............................. Lake City MN 
Bachelor of Music* 
Margot Marie Friedli 
Music Performance ................................. .. Thiensville WI 
Bachelor of Science* 
Lucas John Atzmiller 
Criminal Justice ....................... .................... Oakdale MN 
+ Samuel Dennis Bach 
Public Administration .............................. Brown Deer WI 
+ Jessica Lynn Bendzick 
Paralegal ................................... ...... ............. Faribault MN 
Kelly Joseph Blau 
Music .............. ............................................. ... Savage MN 
Riley Richard Brown 
Criminal Justice ........ ............... .......................... Elroy WI 
Mary Ila Carbone 
Criminal Justice .......... ....................................... Napa CA 
Aaron Carl Carda 
Criminal Justice ........................................ ..... Ogilvie MN 
Alex Joe Carda 
Paralegal ................... .................................. .... Ogilvie MN 
Katelyn Michelle Castle 
Criminal Justice ....... .......... ....... Inver Grove Heights MN 
:j: Nicole Marlene Clifton 
Criminal Justice ................................ ...... Farmington MN 
Anthony Michael Cole 
Criminal Justice ................................ ............. Osceola WI 
+ Samantha J. Collins 
Criminal Justice .......... ...................... ......... Le Center MN 
Alexandra Mae Davis 
Paralegal... ...................................... ........ ... . Rochester MN 
Rebecca Lee DiVenere 
Paralegal ............. .......... ............................ Crystal Lake IL 
Brianna Carrin Fanta 
Criminal Justice ........ ................................. Cazenovia WI 
Cassandra May Gerenz 
Paralegal... ............... .............................. Coon Rapids MN 
t Ashley Nicole Greig 
Paralegal... .................................................. Spirit Lake IA 
Brittany Michelle Hanson 
Paralegal .................................................... ..... Cashton WI 
Brooke Anne Heim 
Criminal Justice .......... .. ...... ...................... .. Lewiston MN 
Kayla Rose Hemze 
Paralegal ......................................................... Buffalo MN 
:j: Susan Ann Jacobsen 
English/Paralegal ................................ New Brighton MN 
t Andrew Scott Knutson 
Criminal Justice ..................... ...... ....... ........ ..... Eagan MN 
Alyssa M. Kress 
Criminal Justice .... ............. ..... .......... ..... ....... Stratford WI 
:j: Erika Marie LaPlante 
Paralegal ................ ........ .............................. Chatfield MN 
t Samantha Marie Lester 
Criminal Justice ............ ....... ; ......... ......... Morristown MN 
Celia Gabriela Lewis 
Paralegal ................... ................... ............. St. Charles MN 
Zane Manning 
Criminal Justice ...... ................. ................ Green Lake WI 
Cory J. Marsolek 
Political Science/ 
Public Administration ........................... Independence WI 20 
Amanda Estella Martinson 
Paralegal .... ........... ................... ........ ......... .. Rochester MN 
Kyle Patrick Moga . 
Criminal Justice ............. .................... ...... ..... Wmona MN 
Benjamin Dean Myhro 
Criminal Justice .... .................................. ... Winthrop MN 
+ Jonathon James Nelson 
Political Science/Public Administration .... .. Delafield WI 
Dylan David Ordorff . 
Criminal Justice ......................... .......... ....... Lakeville MN 
:j: Erin Marie Prax 
Paralegal ............... ............. ...... ................ Maplewood MN 
Melissa Sue Rathbun 
Paralegal .................................................... .. ...... Elgin MN 
Peter Phillip Renteria 
Criminal Justice ... .. .. ............................ West St. Paul MN 
+ Carly Alice Roberts 
Criminal Justice ..... ..... ............... ......... ........ Mazeppa MN 
Sterling Allen Rockwell . 
Criminal Justice ... .. ... .. .................................. Wmona MN 
Troy D. Salewske 
Political Science/Public Administration ... Tomahawk WI 
Isaac T. Sammis 
Music ...................... ................................... Prior Lake MN 
+ Cassandra Lee Schmidt 
Criminal Justice ............................ ................ Ramsey MN 
Leanne Ellen Shipka 
Criminal Justice ....................................... ...... Fridley MN 
Allan Jay Sowieja 
Criminal Justice ......................................... Le Center MN 
Richard Dean Swanson 
Criminal Justice ................................. Brooklyn Park MN 
Lauren Ann Thibado 
Paralegal ................................................ ......... Rogers MN 
Tanner Du Wayne VanSomeren 
Criminal Justice ..... ...................................... Somerset WI 
Fortune Marie Weaver 
Paralegal... .... .......... ................................ La Crescent MN 
Myles M. Wolters . 
Criminal Justice .................................... Bloommgton MN 
:j: Mitchell Joseph Zastrow . 
Criminal Justice ....................................... ...... Arcadia WI 
Jessica Lee Zierden 
Criminal Justice .... .................................... .... Braham MN 
Bachelor of Science-Teaching* 
Megan Catherine Allis 
A1t ................ ... .............................. .................. Easton MN 
Garrett Michael Bowling 
Music ........ ....... .... ............................................. Eagan MN 
Angela Marie Christenson 
Music ................... .. ......... ...................... Paddock Lake WI 
Margot Marie Friedli . . 
Music ................. .... .................................... Th1ensv1lle WI 
Ross Leo Fuchs 
History Teaching/Social Science .............. ....... Byron MN 
+ Haley Marie Krautbauer 
History Teaching/Social Science .... ............ Pine City MN 
Michael James Lorden 
History Teaching/Social Science ........... Zimmerman MN 
t Benjamin Jon Mahlke . 
Music ................... .. ...... ............................ .. .... Wmona MN 
t Connor Joel Meyers 
English .............. .......... ... ........................... . Rochester MN 
:j: Taylor Debra Marie Miller 
History Teaching/Social Science ................ Marshall MN 
Matthew Francis Patterson 
Music .. ........ ................. ................................... Buffalo MN 
Caitlin Ann Pronley 
Music ...................... ....... ..... ..... ................... Brookfield WI 
Emily Diane Ripley 
Spanish ................. ....... ....................... ..... ... Rochester MN 
+ Tyler Matthew Stern 
History Teaching/Social Science ................ Waterford WI 
+ Jason Robert Worden 




College of Nursing and Health Sciences 
Cynthia Rose Niesen 
Nursing and Organizational 
Leadership .. ................. ............ .............. .... Rochester MN 
Dana Louise Shuey 
Family Nurse Practitioner ............... ........ ... Rochester MN 
Education Specialist* 
Karen L.X. Dunbar 
Graduate Degrees 
College of Education 
K-12 Principal ............................................ Rochester MN 
Master of Science* 
Mubaraka Shateit Al Khyeli 
Professional Leadership 
Studies ............. Abu Dhabi UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 
Aaron Barriger 
Sport Management ........................... .... ............. Stacy MN 
Jay D. Callahan 
Community Counseling ....................... ......... Winona MN 
Jennifer L. Coppens 
Community Counseling .............................. La Crosse WI 
Emily R. Dierling 
School Counseling ............ ... .... ......... ... .. ......... Blaine MN 
Kathleen Donovan 
Professional Leadership Studies ......... South St. Paul MN 
Tosha Dee Farrell 
School Counseling ................................. ... Shoreview.MN 
Rashad Gayden 
Sport Management ................................ . Minneapolis MN 
Ross Davis Greedy 
Professional Leadership Studies ........... ........ Winona MN 
Wendy Sue Haake 
Special Education 
Developmental Disabilities ................. .......... Winona MN 
Mary Kay Haupt 
Community Counseling ........................ ......... Holmen WI 
Justin M. Huegel 
Professional Development ............... ......... .... Winona MN 
Haley Jo Lamprecht 
School Counseling ........................... ..... .. .... La Crosse WI 
Daniel James Lindenfeld 
School and Community Counseling ..... ..... Rochester MN 
Ting-Ting Luan 
Organizational Leadership ...... New Taipei City TAIWAN 
Michelle A. McDonald 
Sport Management ...................................... . Johnsburg IL 
Katherine Elizabeth Nelson Moody 
School Counseling .......................... ....... .... Rochester MN 
Barbara Sue Nascak 
Organizational Leadership ............................ Winona MN 
Melissa Aja Pannell 
School Counseling ..................................... Rochester MN 
Katelyn Nicole Radsek 
Community Counseling ..................... .......... Onalaska WI 
Eric Jared Reimer 
Sport Management.. ........................ ...... ..... Reedsburg WI 
Rachel R. Unseth 
Community Counseling ...................... ... .. ... La Crosse WI 
Eric James Weigel 
Sport Management ............................ ... ........ Boscobel WI 
Malorie Ann Wolf 
Community Counseling .................. .. ......... Chaseburg WI 
Master of Science* 
Catherine Hope Bausano 
College of Nursing and Health Sciences 
Adult-Gerontology Acute 
Care Nurse Practitioner. .......... ................ ... Rochester MN 
Karen Marie Bowers 
Nurse Educator ... ........................................ Rochester MN 
Jamie Kaye Coleman 
Adult-Gerontology 
Acute Care Nurse Practitioner ............ ...... . Rochester MN 
Emily Sarah Eastwick 
Adult-Gerontology 
Clinical Nurse Specialist ....... .. .............. Apple Valley MN 
Shelby Nicole Erickson 
Nursing and Organizational 
Leadership ......................... Norwood Young America MN 
Hilary Kay Hawn 
Adult-Gerontology 
Clinical Nurse Specialist ...................... ...... Rochester MN 
Beckie Jean Kronebusch 
Adult-Gerontology 
Clinical Nurse Specialist ............................ Plainview MN 
Gina Renee Miller 
Adult-Gerontology 
Acute Care Nurse Practitioner ..... .............. Rochester MN 
Laura Jean Peterson 
Nursing and Organizational Leadership .. Pine Island MN 
Stephanie Slack 
Nursing and Organizational Leadership ... Owatonna MN 
Kelli A. Tornstrom 
Adult-Gerontology 
Acute Care Nurse Practitioner ......... ......... Caledonia MN 
Jill Wilke 
Nursing and 
Organizational Leadership .. ........ ... .. .. .. Rocky Mount MO 
Alec Jay Williams 
Adult-Gerontology 
Acute Care Nurse Practitioner ................... Rochester MN 
Shelley Marie Wolfe 
Nurse Educator. .......................................... Rochester MN 
Karen Ella Zuehlke 
Nursing and Organizational 
Leadership .... ...................................... .... Garden City MN 
Professional Science Master* 
Alison Renee Prodzinski 
College of Science and Engineering 







Magna cum laude 
Summa cum laude 
Diploma will be awarded upon 
satisfactory completion of degree . 
Undergraduate Degrees 
College of Education 
Bachelor of Science Teaching* 
Gina Maria Aleman 
Elementary Education ..... .. ......................... Rochester MN 
Kendric Paul Allen 
Elementary Education .......... .. ..................... Faribault MN 
t Abigail Jane Anderson 
Elementary Education ....... ............. White Bear Lake MN 
+ Emily Kay Anderson 
Elementary Education ................... ................. Waseca MN 
+ Caitlin Rae Bartels 
Elementary Education ....... ... ... ... .. ............... Platteville WI 
Sarah Marie Beck 
Elementary Education ............... .... ............. Rochester MN 
+ Chloe Marie Becker 
Elementary Education .......... ........... South Milwaukee WI 
Courtney Katherine Benson 
Elementary Education ............................ Minnetonka MN 
Bailey Catherine Biggerstaff 
Elementary Education ................................... Winona MN 
Lauren Grace Bleyl 
Elementary Education ............................... Woodbury MN 
t Kellie Nicole Bohlke 
Elementary Education ..... ................ ....... New Prague MN 
Kimberly Ann Bonczkowski 
Elementary Education ..................... Arlington Heights IL 
t Aimee Louise Cervantez 
Special Education ................. .... . Inver Grove Heights MN 
+ Kelly Kathleen Davitt 
Elementary Education ................ ................. Lakeville MN 
Anna Mae Deeg 
Elementary Education ............. ... ..... ... Cottage Grove MN 
Kasandra Elizabeth Denn 
Elementary Education ...................... ........... Mankato MN 
t Lydia Anne Dotzler 
Elementary Education ........... ..... ............... St. Joseph MN 
+ Brittany Jo Dummer 
Elementary Education ........... ........ ............ .. Lafayette MN 
Nathan John Faanes 
Health Promotion/Physical Education ....... Eau Claire WI 
Ashlee Rae Farrell 
Elementary Education ...................... ............ Oakdale MN 
t MacKenzie Alyssa Geyer 
Elementary Education ............................. St. Michael MN 
Hannah Jo Glowczewski 
Elementary Education ................................... Winona MN 
Katie Jo Goehring 
Elementary Education ............................... Northfield MN 
Kylie Kay Gottsman 
Elementary Education/Special Education .... Maple Grove MN 
Stephanie Elizabeth Harding 
Elementary Education ........... .................... Shoreview MN 
+ Stacia Ann Heim 
Elementary Education .............................. St. Charles MN 
+ Caitlin Ann Henke 
Elementary Education ............................ ..... ... Augusta WI 
+ Elizabeth Mae Henschel 
Elementary Education ....................................... Fargo ND 
+ Irene Ann Hvidhyld 
Elementary Education ........ .. .. .... ..... .. ........... Roseville MN 
Ismail Hassan Karon 
Physical Education ................................. Minnetonka MN 
+ Emily Ann Marston 
Elementary Education .................................... Buffalo MN 
+ Gretchen Renee Meyer 
Elementary Education/Special Education .. Plainview MN 
+ Nicholas T. Neville 
Health Promotion/Physical Education ....... Neillsville WI 
Ian Kenneth Newkirk 
Business Education ............................... ....... Cushing MN 22 
Grace Carol Nienow 
Elementary Education/Special 
Education ........... .. ... ...... .......... .... ... ... ..... Stewartville MN 
+ Kirsten M. O'Dea 
Elementary Education .................... .. .......... Stillwater MN 
Connor Eugene Piper 
Elementary Education ................................... Winona MN 
Brianna Lynn Probach 
Elementary Education ................. .. ......... Stewartville MN 
+ Andrea Nicole Radcliff 
Elementary Education ....... .... .. .... .......... Bloomington MN 
Samantha Ashley Raines 
Elementary Education ........................ Brooklyn Park MN 
Callie Elizabeth Reedy 
Elementary Education ......... .......................... Hartland WI 
t Emily R. Riedemann 
Elementary Education/Special Education .. Plainview MN 
Kayla Mae Rislov 
Elementary Education .................................. Peterson MN 
+ Stephanie Kay Rohwer 
Elementary Education/Special Education .. Champlin MN 
Haley Elizabeth Rotchadl 
Elementary Education ............ ...... ..... North Mankato MN 
t Heather Lynn Rothstein 
Elementary Education ............................. Hutchinson MN 
+ Jessica Riane Schuster 
Elementary Education ................................... Pittsville WI 
+ Sarah Lorraine Simpson 
Elementary Education ................................. Chatfield MN 
Tyler 0. Smith 
Elementary Education .... ................................ Decorah IA 
Mianna Nichole Sobotta 
Elementary Education .................................... Arcadia WI 
+ Caitlin Mary Solheid 
Elementary Education ............................ New Prague MN 
Kayla Michelle Spalding 
Elementary Education/Special Education ..... Winona MN 
+ Sara Katherine Spavin 
Elementary Education ...... .......................... Rochester MN 
t Catherine Grace Stephani 
Elementary Education ...... ......................... Owatonna MN 
+ Lindsey Nicole Teetzen 
Elementary Education ............ ....... ................ Shawano WI 
t Hayley Bree Tyvoll 
Elementary Education ............................ Germantown WI 
t Sonia Grace Utzman 
Elementary Education ........................ New Richmond WI 
t Hannah Lynne Watson 
Elementary Education .............. ..... . White Bear Lake MN 
Spencer Charles Wieneke 
Elementary Education ..................................... Adrian MN 
+ Katelyn Jean Wieters 
Elementary Education .............................. Weyauwega WI 
Zachary S. Will 
Elementary Education ............. ..... .............. Red Wing MN 
Jenna Marie Williamson 
Elementary Education ... .. ...... ..... ............ ..... Pine City MN 
Rachel Charlottle Woodard 
Elementary Education ............................ La Crescent MN 
April Marie Wright 
Elementary Education .............. .. ............ La Crescent MN 
+ Kelli Rae Yonkovich 
Special Education ..................................... Blue Earth MN 
+ Stephanie Rose Zeigler 
Elementary Education ................................ Lake City MN 
Hillary E. Zimmer 
Elementary Education ............................. Cumberland WI 
Kalli Ann Zmolek 
Elementary Education/Special Education .......... Elroy WI 
College of Nursing and Health Sciences 
Bachelor of Applied Science* 
Jill Ann DeBoef 
Healthcare Leadership & 
Administration ... .................. ... ..... ........ .. .. .. Rochester MN 
+ Breanna Jean Eckhardt 
Healthcare Leadership & 
Administration ................ ... ...................... Blue Earth MN 
Anne Marie Larson 
Healthcare Leadership & 
Administration ......................... ..... .......... ...... Winona MN 
Kelsey Sue Tangen 
Healthcare Leadership & Administration ... Chatfield MN 
Bachelor of Science* 
Sara Elizabeth Aaker 
Exercise Science ......... ..... ... .. .. .. .......... ...... Prior Lake MN 
t Markie Nicoleann Abramo 
Nursing .................................... ............. Pequot Lakes MN 
Mounira A. Adam 
Nursing ......... ..................................... ... ........... Blaine MN 
Kelly Lynn Adler 
Nursing .............................................. ......... Lake City MN 
Anab Said Ali 
Public Health ......................... ...... ..... ... ..... .. Rochester MN 
Kayla Renae Allen 
Nursing .............................. .................. .......... Winona MN 
Susan Jane Amundsen 
Nursing ................. ....................................... La Crosse WI 
Randi Leigh Arcand 
Therapeutic Recreation .................. White Bear Lake MN 
Britta Jean Aukee 
Exercise Science ... ......................... ..... Mounds View MN 
:j: Hannah Eileen Baartman 
Exercise Science ....... ... ............................ .... Luverne MN 
t Michelle Marie Bailey 
Nursing ................................................... . Mantorville MN 
Jillian Lil Baker 
Nursing ......... ... ................................ ...... .... Prior Lake MN 
t Amanda Andrea Baran 
Nursing .............. ...................... ... ............... ............ Cary IL 
Jennifer Marie Bass 
Nursing ......... ....... ... ................... ... .............. Rochester MN 
Blake Eugene Bauer 
Nursing ................................................... .. Menomonie WI 
Amy Amanda Bebee 
Nursing ........ ................. ....................... .... Mantorville MN 
Dalton Lee Beinbom 
Nursing ........... ................................... .. .... ..... Boscobel WI 
Kate Judith Marie Bendickson 
Exercise Science ....................... ........ ....... Stanchfield MN 
+ Brooke Anne Benike 
Nursing ................................... .............. ....... Chatfield MN 
Guadalupe Silva Bennett 
Nursing .......................................... ........... .. Rochester MN 
+ Matthew R. Benson 
Nursing ........ ....................................... Hoffman Estates IL 
Bethany Ann Binger 
Exercise Science ...................................... Black Earth WI 
+ Tikvah Marie Bisset 
Nursing .......... ..................................... ........ Rochester MN . 
+ Kelly Lee Blank 
Nursing ............. ...................... ....................... Winona MN 
+ Katie Ann Blegen 
Nursing .............. .................... ..... .......... .... Lino Lakes MN 
+ Kelly Marie Blegen 
Nursing .. ............ ......................... .............. Lino Lakes MN 
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t Kristin Marie Blommel 
Nursing .......... .................................................. Sartell MN 
Mariah Lynn Bokman 
Exercise Science ....................... ................. . Faribault MN 
:j: Albena Dimitrova Bozadzhieva 
Nursing .. ............ ................................. ....... Goodview MN 
Michelle Lea Brueggeman 
Nursing .................................. .......................... Ontario WI 
:j: Alisha Joy Bruner 
Exercise Science .......... ................... Saint Bonifacius MN 
R. Morgan Budihas 
Public Health ........ .......................... .... ...... ...... Kasson MN 
:j: Whitney Marie Buesgens 
Exercise Science ......................... ................. Waconia MN 
Jaime Ann Bunger 
Nursing .. ..... .... .............................. .............. Rochester MN 
Shannon Elise Byrnes 
Exercise Science ........................ ........ ... ..... Tinley Park IL 
Amanda Katherine Canner 
Therapeutic Recreation ................................... Neenah WI 
t Diana J. Carpenter 
Nursing ........ .... ..................................... .... .. Red Wing MN 
Sarah Elizabeth Caulfield 
Nursing ..................................................... ... Waunakee WI 
+ Paige Elizabeth Chlipala 
Nursing ................................... ..................... Lakeville MN 
Carly Elizabeth Cison 
Nursing ................................... ........................ Savage MN 
Matthew Howard Clark 
Nursing ............ .... .......... ................ ........... .. Rochester MN 
+ Travis Carl Colbert 
Exercise Science ... .................. ............. .. Maple Lake MN 
Callie Ann Cole 
Public Health .... .................................. Cottage Grove MN 
Carolyn Kathleen Connors 
Exercise Science ............ ........ ........ ........... .. Waukesha WI 
Amber Matie Corcoran 
Exercise Science ............ .. ........ ... .. .............. La Crosse WI 
Tarah Lynn Corey 
Nursing ................................................... ..... La Crosse WI 
Erin Kathryn Crotty 
Recreation and Tourism .. .... ....................... Elk River MN 
Mead Angel Curtin 
Nursing ............. .......................................... Rochester MN 
Cassie Ann Dahl 
Nursing ........ ... ...... ...................... ......... .......... Winona MN 
i· Joshua John Dahl 
Athletic Training ......................... .............. Northfield MN 
Kaycee Lee Deiss 
Nursing .................. ........ ............................ Hager City WI 
Anna Mae Dietzen 
Exercise Science ...................... ............... Black Creek WI 
Christopher James Dill 
Athletic Training ............................. ............. Appleton WI 
Jennifer Lynn Donovan 
Nursing ......... ... ... ............................. ... ... ........... Tomah WI 
t Karli Cheyenne Dom 






Magna cum Laude 
Summa cum Laude 
Diploma will be awarded upon 
satisfactory completion of degree . 
Teresa Jean Dom 
Nursing ................. .. ... ........ .. ........................ Faribault MN 
Lindsey Jean Dornburg 
Therapeutic Recreation .......................... Cold Spring MN 
t Kelly Dawn Douglas 
Nursing ................................................... ......... Newton IA 
t Katelyn Marie Dreblow 
Public Health ........ .................................... ...... Fridley MN 
t Brianna Marie Droubie 
Nursing ...................... ............. .......... ..... Coon Rapids MN 
Megan Lynn Dummer 
Recreation and Tourism ............................ .. Ellendale MN 
Kallen J. Dylla 
Recreation and Tourism ............................... Hastings MN 
Chioma Charlotte Egbujor 
Nursing ............................................... Brooklyn Park MN 
William Christopher Eifert 
Exercise Science ...................................... Cambridge MN 
Ashley Augusta Erickson 
Nursing ..................................... .................. Rochester MN 
t Rebecca Elaine Ericson 
Nursing .................. .. .................................... Waterford WI 
Olayinka Patrick Ewumi 
Exercise Science .. ........................................ ... Blaine MN 
+ Tasha Jean Exe 
Nursing .......................... .. ........ ............... .......... Byron MN 
+ Katy Ann Faber 
Exercise Science .. ........................................... Sartell MN 
+ Marina Genna Faber 
Public Health ........... ..... ............................ ..... Hillpoint WI 
Mohamed Abdinur Farah 
Public Health .......... .. .................................. Rochester MN 
Chase William Farber 
Recreation and Tourism ........................ .... ... Hastings MN 
Kristen Marie Faust 
Nursing ............. ........ .... .......... ............. ......... Appleton WI 
Nicole Renee Pelland 
Nursing ...................................................... .. La Crosse WI 
t Allison Christine Fiedler 
Nursing .................... .............................. ........... Afton MN 
Samantha Jean Fisher 
Nursing ........... ....... ................................. ........ Becker MN 
+ Lisa Ann Flynn 
Exercise Science .. ................................ .. Stewartville MN 
Colleen Ann Foslien 
Nursing .................................................. Bloomington MN 
Megan Marie Fransway 
Exercise Science ........ ........................ Chippewa Falls WI 
Hannah Kay Frawley 
Recreation and Tourism ............................ Saint Paul MN 
Holly Angelina French 
Exercise Science ........ ... ... ..... ..................... .. Oronoco MN 
t Chandra Lynn Fry 
Nursing .................... ...... ........ ..................... . La Crosse WI 
t Lauren Marie Gamber 
Nursing ........................................................ Roseville MN 
Paige Lynn Garriga 
Recreation and Tourism ....................... ........ .. Osceola WI 
Carolyn Loraine Geary 
Recreation and Tourism ..... ........... . White Bear Lake MN 
Thomas J. Gorycki 
Recreation and Tourism .......... ............... ... Prior Lake MN 
t Laura Anne Grant 
Nursing ..................................................... Pine Island MN 
Elizabeth Sue Green 
Nursing ................. .... .............. ... ........................ Lisbon IA 
+ Stacy Rose Gregory 
Nursing ................. .. ... .............. ............... ......... . Marty MN 
24 
William Harrison Griesbach 
Business Administration/ 
Recreation and Tourism ........................ Davis Junction IL 
Ariel Nicol Hageman 
Exercise Science ................ ................... Apple Valley MN 
Thomas J. Halada 
Nursing ............................................ ............ La Crosse WI 
Connor McDonald Halloran 
Recreation and Tourism ................... ............. Hartland WI 
Kaitlyn Diane Hammond 
Therapeutic Recreation ....................... Mounds View MN 
Olivia Leigh Harford 
Public Health ....... ............................. ........... Waukesha Wl 
Sarah Kavanaugh Harland 
Exercise Science ....... .. ............ ......... ......... Centennial CO 
t Sierra Paige Hase 
Public Health .. ...... ................ ....... ... .... .... La Crescent MN 
+ Emily Anne Hayes 
Nursing ............ ................................. ......... ..... Rogers MN 
Tara-Jene Heath 
Nursing ........ ... ... ... .............. .............. .............. Westerly RI 
+ Michelle Elizabeth Held 
Nursing ........... ...... ... .............................. ..... Plymouth MN 
+ Colette Marie Henke 
Nursing ........... .................................... ... ...... . Oakdale MN 
Shannon Heather Herrick 
Nursing ........... .... ..... ........ ...... ...... ..... .............. . Austin MN 
Laura Jane Hollis 
Public Health .. ......... .. .... .. ................... ... Coon Rapids MN 
Annabelle Katherine Holtegaard 
Nursing .......... ... ....... ........................... ........ Rochester MN 
+ Linsy Jo Hoosier 
Recreation and Tourism ............................ Rochester MN 
t Jordyn Nicole Houseman 
Exercise Science .... ................................... Sioux Falls SD 
Kaitlyn J. Howes 
Recreation and Tourism ..................... .. .. .. .... Oakdale MN 
Kessa Lynn Marie Hughes 
Nursing .............. ....... ... ... ..................... ........... ... Sparta WI 
+ Samantha J. Hullett 
Nursing ........... .. ................... ................ ........ Faribault MN 
Samantha Hystead 
Nursing ............ ..... ....... ................. ..... ..... ... ..... .. Afton MN 
Anna Maria Iannuzzelli 
Exercise Science .... ................................ .... Elk River MN 
t Jennifer Ann Ideker 
Nursing ........... ... ..... ......................................... Hokah MN 
Fardowsa Haji Jama 
Public Health .............................................. Rochester MN 
t Melissa Marie Jensen 
Nursing ............. ................ ...... ........... .... ... ... St. Cloud MN 
Abigail Marie Johnson 
Nursing ........................... ................. .............. Suamico WI 
Amanda Lee Johnson 
Nursing .............................................. ......... Red Wing MN 
Amy Jean Johnson 
Nursing ......... ................ ............. .................... Belvidere IL 
t Cal Leonard Johnson 
Exercise Science ....... ..... ........................ Eden Prairie MN 
Corrine Melissa Johnson 
Public Health .................................... ......... Shoreview MN 
Elaina Kay Johnson 
Therapeutic Recreation ..................... .............. Hudson WI 
Jade Taylir Johnson 
Athletic Training ...... ........................ ....... .. ..... Frederic WI 
Nicholas Robert Johnson 
Recreation and Tourism ................. White Bear Lake MN 
Samantha Rae Johnston 
Nursing .......... .. ... ..... ..... .... .. ...... .. .... .... ... .... . Rochester MN 
Nichole Anne Jorgenson 
Nursing ... ......... .... ...... .... ......... .... ...... .............. Kasson MN 
Nicholas Jon Kahl 
Nursing ............ ................... .... ... ... .. ... Grand Meadow MN 
:j: Leah Marie Ziegler Karsten 
Nursing (Honors in Nursing) ....... .. ...... .. .... Rochester MN 
Kelsey Marie Katke 
Nursing ........ .......... ..... ...... ...... .... ........ .... .. .. .... ... Foley MN 
Susan Viola Kelly 
Nursing ... ........ ... ....... .. ..... .... ... ... .... .. ..... ....... Fairmont MN 
Kiersten Marie Kemp 
Public Health ..... ... .. ... ....... .... ........ ... ... .... ..... . Williston ND 
t Alexandra Jeanne Kern 
Exercise Science .......... ..... ... ......... ........ .... . Middleton WI 
Jessica Lynn Kledzinski 
Athletic Training .......... ..... ....... .. ... ...... .... . Albertville MN 
Brittney Catherine Knight 
Exercise Science .... ....... ......... ........... ... ... ... ... . Buffalo MN 
t Jack James Koerner 
Nursing (Honors in Nursing) ..... .. .. .. ..... .... ..... . DePere WI 
Olga Kopiyevska 
Nursing ...... ... .... ..... ...... ... ... ..... ...... ... ..... ...... Rochester MN 
Melissa Ann Krause 
Nursing ..... .... ..... .... .... .... ......... ... .. ..... .. ......... Wabasha MN 
Kendra Kravik 
Exercise Science ..... ... .. ... ... ... .... ..... ........ . Cross Plains WI 
Alyssa Frances Krings 
Recreation and Tourism ...... ....... .... ... .. ......... .. Prescott WI 
t Jena Nicole Krings 
Nursing .. ... .... .... ....... ..... ... .. ... .... ... ........ North St. Paul MN 
Casey Beth Kropidlowski 
Nursing ..... ... ........... ..... .. ........... ..... ... ... .. ... ..... Winona MN 
Alexander Lawrence Kuczwarskyj 
Athletic Training ..... ... ... ...... ............... Brooklyn Park MN 
Mitchell Riley Laffen 
Exercise Science ... .. .... .... ...... .. .... .... ..... .... Sleepy Eye MN 
Brandon Lee Lamping 
Exercise Science ....... ..... .. ... ... .. ... ..... ............... Weston WI 
t Sawyer Blake Lange 
Exercise Science ... ..... ..... ..... ... .... ... ... .... .... . Rochester MN 
+ Brittany Jo La Van 
Nursing ..... .. .... .. ........ ... ......... .... .. Kasson-Mantorville MN 
t Sarah Jo Leegaard 
Nursing ... ... .... ...... ... .. .. ..... .. ....... ..... ........ Fountain City WI 
Megan Josephine Lehnertz 
Nursing ... .... .... .. .. .. .. ...... ....... .. .. ... ....... ... . Rollingstone MN 
Kari Lynn Lewicki 
Nursing ... ...... .... ... .. ...... ......... ..... .. ..... ..... .... .... Mauston WI 
t Nathaniel John Lill 
Nursing ... ... ..... ... .. ..... .. ... .... ..... ... .......... ..... ... Roseville MN 
Caitlyn Elena Lindsey 
Therapeutic Recreation ..... ................ ............ Winona MN 
+ Ryan Dale Linskey 
Public Health ..... ... .... ... ... .. ..... .... ......... ....... .. . Hayfield MN 
+ Sara Elizabeth Lukasek 
Nursing .... ..... .. ...... ..... ............... .. ..... .. ...... ..... Onalaska WI 
Norah K. Makori 
Nursing .. .. .... .... ... .. .... ..... ... ... ..... .. .... .. .... ..... . Rochester MN 
Megan Victoria Malek 
Nursing ...... ..... ...... ..... ...... .... .... ... .... .. ... ... .... .... Franklin WI 
Alyx Marie Malley 
Nursing .. ...... ....... ..... ........ ..... ... .. ....... .. ..... ... Rochester MN 
+ Mallory Jannelle Malone 
Nursing ... ..... ..... .. .. .. ...... .. ....... .. .. ....... ....... .. South Elgin IL 
Morgan Terese Mastrostefano 
Nursing ...... .. .. ....... ... ...... ... .... .... ................ ..... . Franklin WI 
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Stenee Antoinette Matta 
Nursing ... .... .. ....... ...... .... .. .. ....... .. .... White Bear Lake MN 
Kati Michele Matzke 
Public Health ............ ..... ..... .. ..... .. .. ....... .. ... . Rochester MN 
t Mara S. May 
Nursing .......... ... ........ ....... .... ... ... ..... ... ............. Raleigh NC 
Talon David McAdams 
Public Health .................. ........ .. ........... ... . Mantorville MN 
Samantha Marie Menz 
Public Health ............. ............ ... ...... ........ .... . Lakeville MN 
Courtney Lee Mericle 
Nursing .. .... .. ..... ..... ............. .... ... .. .... ......... .. ..... . Eagan MN 
+ Kelsey Christine Metz 
Nursing ...... ... ...... ... .... ....... ... ... ............. ... ... .. Richfield MN 
Taryn Lee Metz 
Nursing ........ ..... .. ...... ... ............. ..... ... ...... ....... Medford WI 
t Niklas Meyer 
Recreation and Tourism .... .... .. ..... . Hamburg GERMANY 
Sierra Marie Meyer 
Recreation and Tourism ........ ....... ... ... ...... .. Rochester MN 
Natalie Michelle Miera 
Nursing .. .... ........ .... .... .. ... .... .... .. ..... .. .... .. Maple Grove MN 
Julia Margaret Mitrenga 
Business Administration/ 
Recreation and Tourism .... ... .. .. ...... ... .... Apple Valley MN 
+ Ashley Marie Moore 
Nursing ... .. ... ...... ........ ...... .. ........ ...... .. ....... Twin Lakes WI 
Emily F. Moser 
Nursing .. .. ...... ............. .. .... .... ... ... ..... .. ......... . Hampshire IL 
+ Hannah Grace Mueller 
Nursing ... ............. ... .... ... ..... .. ... ...... ... ...... .. Cambridge MN 
Taylor Susan Munson 
Exercise Science ....... ...... ....... ..... ...... ... .. ... ... ... .. Hugo MN 
+ Delphine Nung Munya 
Nursing ... ... ... ....... ..... .. .... ..... .... .... ....... Brooklyn Park MN 
Lucas Christopher Nelson 
Exercise Science .. .. ...... .. ... .. .... .... .... .. ... .. Balsam Lake WI 
Chelsea Marie Nesbit 
Exercise Science ... .... ... ........... ... .... ...... ... ...... Winona MN 
t Heidi Margie Nietfeld 
Nursing ............ .. ......... ... ..... .... .... .. ....... .... ... Elk River MN 
Roselyn Chinyere Nkwocha 
Nursing ....... .... ... ................... ......... .... . Brooklyn Park MN 
+ Samantha Marie Norte 
Nursing .... ...... ....... ...... .... ... .. ....... ..... .. ..... .. Pine Island MN 
Stephen Nsubuga 
Nursing .... ..... ..... .... ....... ........ ..... ... .. ...... .. .. ... .. Winona MN 
Dylan James O'Connell 
Exercise Science .... ...... ... .. ... ... .. ... .... .... .. ... Turtle Lake WI 
Kelli Rose Oelkers 
Nursing ...... ......... ...... ... ... ... .... .......... ... ........ Zumbrota MN 
Jill Marie Oftedahl 
Exercise Science .. .. .. ..... .. ... ........ .... .. .... .. Stewartville MN 
Patrick Ryan Oliver 
Nursing ............ .... ... ..... ...... ........ ..... .... ... .. ... Rochester MN 
Onyinyechukwu Ginika Osakwe 
Nursing ....... .......... ... .. ... ..... ....... ..... .. ... Brooklyn Park MN 





Exercise Science .... ... .. .... ... ... .. .. ...... ..... .. ...... .... ... .. Cary IL 
Cum Laude 
Magna cum Laude 
Summa cum Laude 
Diploma will be awarded upon 
satisfactory completion of degree. 
Trisha Diane Palmieri 
Recreation and Tourism/ 
Therapeutic Recreation ............... .................. Fox Lake IL 
t Tia Marie Paradis 
Nursing .......................................................... Montfort WI 
+ Nicole Marie Pearson 
Nursing ............... ............................ ...... ... ... Rochester MN 
Jami Rene Pehrson 
Nursing ........................ .................... ............... Waseca MN 
Alexandra Ann Perkinson 
Exercise Science ............ ..... ................... New Prague MN 
Aubrey Lynn Peters 
Recreation and Tourism ...................... ...... . Beach Park IL 
Rumen Antoniev Petkov 
Athletic Training ................................. New Brighton MN 
+ Samantha Jo Pfeiffer 
Nursing .................................................... ... Neillsville WI 
+ Elizabeth M. Pichotta 
Nursing .................................................. Montgomery MN 
Douglas L. Pierce 
Nursing ........................................................... Fridley MN 
t Angelina Marie Pirozzoli 
Nursing ................................................... . Mahtomedi MN 
+ Emma Jean Pitt 
Nursing .................................. ... .......... Chippewa Falls WI 
Hannah Marie Plenge 
Athletic Training ............................. ... ..... ... Rochester MN 
Joshua Scott Ploetz 
Recreation and Tourism ....................... Saint Charles MN 
t Michael John Plombon 
Nursing ................. .................................. . Forest Lake MN 
t Madeline Lucille Podgorak 
Nursing ............ ...................................... .. Mahtomedi MN 
+ Rachel Sue Polland 
Exercise Science ............ ............... ... .. .... Minneapolis MN 
Stacey Louise Polyak 
Exercise Science ....... ................ ....... Vadnais Heights MN 
Georgia Louise Porter 
Therapeutic Recreation ........................... Mukwonago WI 
Jacob William Pridie 
Nursing .......................................... ...... ...... ... Spearfish SD 
Kristin Lee Pugh 
Nursing .................................... ............ .. .... .. Waterford WI 
Ryan M. Quam 
Exercise Science .......... ..................... ..... Wanamingo MN 
Katherine Marie Raehsler 
Exercise Science ........................................ River Falls WI 
Samantha Lynn Raucci 
Exercise Science ............................ ......... . Crystal Lake IL 
+ Jessica Nicole Raykovich 
Exercise Science ...................................... Rhinelander WI 
Jessica Reagan 
Exercise Science ...... ............... .............. Apple Valley MN 
Adam Joseph Reinart 
Nursing ............... ... .................. ................ ......... Tomah WI 
Zoe C. Reker 
Nursing ................... .............................. Little Canada MN 
Debra Dianna Richards 
Nursing ................. ................................. ..... Rochester MN 
t Carly E. Richardson 
Nursing ... .......... ..................................... .... Woodbury MN 
Nancy Lee Rigelman 
Nursing ................ .................... .................. . Lake City MN 
Nathan D. Rislove 
Recreation and Tourism/ 
Therapeutic Recreation ......................... Fountain City WI 
+ Brianne Laree Robinson 
Nursing ....................... ............ ..... ............... Zumbrota MN 
Holly Kay Rodenberg 
Nursing ................. ............ ..... ................. ........ Melrose WI 
t Shauna Marie Rodman 
Nursing ...................................... ..... .. .. .... ......... Anoka MN 
+ Alaina Noele Rollag 
Exercise Science .... .. ..................... .. .. ... Beaver Creek MN 
+ Sarina Angelique Rossow 
Nursing .......... ............................................... Windom MN 
Joseph Fredrick Rothing Jr 
Recreation and Tourism ................. ....... ........ Deerfield IL 
Stephanie Fay Rubringer 
Nursing ... ... ...... .. ...... .............. ...... ... ........ . Mukwonago WI 
Can-ie Joanne Ryan 
Nursing ................... .. .. .............. ......... ......... Lake City MN 
Shelby J. Sabatke 
Nursing ............. ... .. .................... Inver Grove Heights MN 
Blandine S. Sarna 
Nursing ............ ................................... Brooklyn Park MN 
Kayla Jean Sandvik 
Exercise Science ..... ............................ ... La Crescent MN 
Dennis Welfred Kraft Santiago 
Public Health ...... ........................... Manila PHILIPPINES 
+ Emily Sue Sather 
Nursing ........... .... .................................... ........ Holmen WI 
Adrienne Gail Scarlato 
Exercise Science .... ..................... .... ............... Chaska MN 
+ Kelsey M. Schaefer 
Athletic Training ............................... ............... Racine WI 
+ Kimberly Susanne Scherkenbach 
Nursing ............. .. ......................................... Waterford WI 
t Rachel Rae Schimek 
Nursing ......... .... ....... ..................................... Hayfield MN 
t Hollynd Allegra Schmidt 
Nursing ................................... ... .......... ... Lake Geneva WI 
Mindy Lynn Schroeder 
Nursing ............. ..... .............................. ... ... .... Winona MN 
t Nicole Marie Schulte 
Nursing .......................................... ......... Cedar Rapids IA 
Stephanie Lee Schultz 
Nursing .......... ......................... ... .......... ........ Lewiston MN 
Jennifer Ann Schurhammer 
Nursing ................................ ............ .... .......... Kellogg MN 
t Rachel Ann Scullard 
Nursing .............. .. .............................. .... .. .......... Mora MN 
Caitlyn Jamie Sebron 
Exercise Science ............................... ............ ... Hixton WI 
Sa See 
Nursing ................ ....................................... Rochester MN 
Eemai Eesoung Seechan 
Nursing ...................................... ...... ........... Rochester MN 
+ Alyse Catherine Selz 
Nursing ........... ... .................. ................ ........ Waterford WI 
Mariah June Sendelbach 
Athletic Training ..................... .... ............ Waumandee WI 
+ Julie Sharar 
Nursing ................................ ................ .. . Cedar Rapids IA 
Natalie Vaune Sheak 
Nursing .............. ........................................ Woodbury MN 
Katie Lynn Sheehan 
Exercise Science .... .................................... Plainview MN 
t Abigail Sig! 
Exercise Science ...................... .............. ...... Denmark WI 
Kylee Ann Siolka 
Exercise Sc_ience ...... ...................... ..... ...... ..... Holmen WI 
Madison Taylor Skalecki 
Exercise Science .......................................... .. Savage MN 
Carissa Beth Smith 
Nursing .............. ............................... ......... Owatonna MN 
Marilyn Victoria Sloan 
Recreation and Tourism ......... .......... Winnipeg CANADA 
+ Sunneary So 
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Nursing ................................................ ....... Rochester MN 
Rosalynn Kay Sorensen 
Nursing .. .. ......................... ..... ..... ..................... Stanley WI 
Megan Elizabeth Splittstoesser 
Nursing ...... ... ....................... ... .... ................ Rochester MN 
Stacey A. Stackhouse 
Nursing .. .. .. ........ .. .............. ... .... ....... ....... .......... Byron MN 
Coleman A. Straiton 
Nursing .. ... .................. ........ ... .... ............... .. Lake City MN 
Sarah Jo Stutesman 
Nursing ...................... .......................... .......... Winona MN 
+ Christine K. Suby 
Nursing ...... .... ..... ... ........ ..... .. .... ... .. .. .... ... ... . Rochester MN 
Jesse Stewart Swanson 
Nursing .... ..... ......... ................. ... ... .... ....... Farmington MN 
+ Kari Jo Taralseth 
Nursing .... ..... ................................. ................. Gibbon MN 
Marcus E. Teachout 
Exercise Science ........ ............ ..... ........... ...... Granada MN 
Chelsea Lynn Thompson 
Nursing ...... ..... .. ... ....... .. ........ .. .... .. .. ........ ..... Ellendale MN 
+ Melissa Marie Thone 
Exercise Science ... ....... ...... ... ..... ... ............. ...... Eagan MN 
+ Sarah Lynne Thune 
Recreation and Tourism ..... ...... .. ............ .. .. Eau Claire WI 
+ Whitney Jo Tonne 
Recreation and Tourism ... .. .. ... ....... .......... .... Granada MN 
Elizabeth Grace Torkelson 
Exercise Science ............... .... ...... .. .. Black River Falls WI 
t Jeremiah Luke Trabant 
Exercise Science ............... ... ..... ................... Andover MN 
+ Vanessa A Traun 
Nursing ..... ...... ... .... ......... .. ....... .. ..... ... ... .... .... ... Durand WI 
t Nicole Rose Trinko 
Nursing ..... ... .. ............ ... .... ... .. .. ... ............ ... .... .. . Darien WI 
Adam John Turnbull 
Nursing ..... ... ................. ........ ............ ......... Owatonna MN 
Kimberly A. Turnbull 
Nursing ..... .......... ...... ..... ....... .. .. .. ......... ... ... . Eau Claire WI 
Thomas Eugene Van Buskirk 
Athletic Training ....... .. .. .. ......... .. ... .......... Rose Creek MN 
+ Carmen Barbara Van Osdale 
Nursing: ... ............................. ...... ............... Owatonna MN 
Kaci Jo Vandenheuvel 
Nursing .. ..... ...... ............ ... ....... ...... ........ Cannon Falls MN 
Kriscelia K. Vankpana 
Nursing ................ .... ............. .. ... .. ..... Greenville LIBERIA 
t Matthew John Vogel 
Exercise Science ............... ... ... .... ..... ...... ...... .Jefferson WI 
t Kathryn E. Walczak 
Nursing ..... .... ... ........ ...... ..... .... ........ ..... ... ....... .. Anoka MN 
t Emma Madison Lester Wallace 
Exercise Science ..... ...... ... ... .. ... .. ...... .... .. ..... St. Charles IL 
Kira Nicole Warren 
Nursing .................................... .................. Owatonna MN 
+ Bailee Alyce Wautlet 
Nursing .... .. ... ..................... ..... ................... . Green Bay WI 
Morgan T. Weaver 
Exercise Science .... ... ... ... ......... ... ... Country Club Hills IL 
Sarah Jul ianna Weber 
Exercise Science ..... ...... .. .. ..... .... .. ............... St. Cloud MN 
Shaina Rae Weis 
Nursing .. .... .. ................. ..... ..... ....... ........... .... Bricelyn MN 
Menno A. Wengerd 
Nursing .. ... .. ... .... .. .......... .... ....... ..... ...... ....... Rochester MN 
t Emma Marie Wenzel 
Nursing ........................... ... ... .. .... ............. Rosemount MN 
Kelli Sue Wheeler 
Nursing .............................. .... ... ..... ........ Rollingstone MN 
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t Catherine Whitcomb 
Nursing ............. ................. .... .. ... .. .. .. .......... Shakopee MN 
Amelia Beth White 
Nursing ...... .. ....... ........................................ Red Wing MN 
Ryan Jacob Wied 
Exercise Science ..... ...... .. ........ .... .. .... ... .. Minneapolis MN 
Ryan J. Williams 
Exercise Science .. .. .......... .... .. .. ... .... .... Lyndon Station WI 
Whitney S. Williams 
Athletic Training ............... .... .. .. ....... ............ Dousman WI 
+ Rachael Linnea Wittkowske 
Nursing/Spanish ..... .. .. .... ... ..... .. .. ... ... ... Golden Valley MN 
Cynthia Anne Wobbe 
Nursing ......... .... ....... ... .... ... ... ........... ........... . Wabasha MN 
t Michele Anne Wobbe 
Nursing ........................... ... .......................... Wabasha MN 
Kristin Cabot Wohlrabe 
Exercise Science ... .. .. ... ........ ..... .... ....... .. Maple Lake MN 
Haley Marie Wolf 
Recreation and Tourism ... .. .... .... .. ........ ...... Shakopee MN 
Esther Aba Amokuma Yankey 
Nursing ...... ... ........................ ...... .. ...... Brooklyn Park MN 
Borislav Yankov 
Nursing .................. ...... ... .... .... ......... .......... .. La Crosse WI 
Dilyana Yankova 
Nursing .... .... .. ..... .............. .... ...... ..... .... ... ..... La Crosse WI 
t Emily Suzanne Yetzer 
Nursing .... .. ..... ................. ... ..... ..... ... ... ......... Lakeville MN 
John Yufanyi 
Nursing ..... ..... ... .. ... ........... .. ...... .... .............. ... . Rogers MN 
Sam Eugene Ziemke 
Exercise Science ... ...... ........ ..... .... ..... ....... .... .. Neenah WI 
Kelsey Ann Zwaga 
Exercise Science .................. ... ...... ..... ........... Madison WI 
Bachelor of Science (Teaching)* 
t Elizabeth Carol Felten 
Health Promotion/Physical Education .. ... ...... . Austin MN 
+ Kyle John Just 
Health Promotion/Physical Education ........ ..... .. ... Cary IL 
+ John Craig Scheevel 
Health Promotion/Physical Education .......... Winona MN 
Bachelor of Social Work* 
t Sarah Elizabeth Adrian 
Social Work ....... ............ .......... .... ......... ... ... .. Andover MN 
Chelsey Ann Anderson 
Social Work ... ................ ..... ..... .... ................ Lakeville MN 
Amelia Jo Bagniewski 
Social Work ... ..... ... ...... .. ... ..... ... .. ............ .... Rochester MN 
Rachel Ann Balow 
Social Work .......... .. ...... .. ... .... .. .. ........... ...... Lake City MN 
Michael Robert Barnes 
Social Work .. ... ....................... .................... Rochester MN 
Brooke Jean Baures (Posthumously) 
Social Work ........................... ... ... ............... .. Cameron WI 
Allison M. Bergsbaken 
Social Work .... ... ..... ... ...... ..... .............. Cottage Grove MN 
Shannan Louise Bleed 






Magna cum Laude 
Summa cum laude 
Diploma will be awarded upon 
satisfactory completion of degree. 
+ Emily Ann Bums Brittany Jo Meyer 
Social Work/Spanish .. .... ..... .... .... ..... ...... . Saint Cloud MN Social Work .............. ...... .... ............ ................. . Byron MN 
t Evy Christine Claussen Elise Michelle Morrison 
Social Work ....... ...... .......... ........ ... .. ...... ..... .. Mankato MN Social Work .... ...... .... .. ... ............ .. ...... North Mankato MN 
Kjelsey Ann de Zeeuw Shannon Marie Murphy 
Social Work ...... .... ...... ... ....... .. ...... ...... ... . La Crescent MN Social Work ..... ... ... .. ... .... ... ... ... .... ........ ... ..... Richfield MN 
Elizabeth Dembski t Kurt Martin Njos 
Social Work .. .... ... ... ....... ....... ... .... .... ... ...... Crystal Lake IL Social Work ...... ........ ......... ..... .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .... Chatfield MN 
Tiffany Marie Edwards + Marissa Sue Norris 
Social Work .... ..... ... ..... .......... ........ ..... .... Stewartville MN Social Work ....... ... .... ...... .... ... .... ... ... ........ ... Rochester MN 
t Nicholas Vincent Fangman Lauren Marie O'Connell 
Social Work .. ...... ...... .. .. ...... ... .. .... ....... ... ... Pine Island MN Social Work ... ... ... ...... ..... .... ... ... .. .... ... ... . Blue Mounds WI 
Melissa Rae Farrell + Jennifer Lynn O'Connor 
Social Work .. .. .... .. .. ...... .... .. ... ... ... .... Saskatoon CANADA Social Work ........ ........ .. .. ....... ....... .. .. ... ... ... . Rochester MN 
Sarinna Marie Fisher Fatuma Abdulle Osman 
Social Work .... ... ... .......... .... ... .... ...... .... ... ..... Hampshire IL Social Work .. ........... ... ...... ..... ... . Inver Grove Heights MN 
Kerri Jean French :j: Tess Emilie Pankratz 
Social Work ....... ........ ....... ......... .... ........ .... . Rochester MN Social Work ........... ......... .. ...... .. ..... .. ..... .. .... ... Madison WI 
Heather Anna Fretty Erin Leigh Plant 
Social Work .. ..... .... ..... ..... ..... ... ...... .... .. .. ... .. .. ... . Byron MN Social Work ... ... ........ ... ...... ... .... ... .......... Maple Grove MN 
Tracy Marie Gilbertson t Katelyn Nicole Purkey 
Social Work ..... ... .... ..... ... .... ... .. ... .... ... .... .. Farmington MN Social Work ... ... .... .. ..... ... ..... ..... ............. . Elkhart Lake WI 
Eva M. Gleason Kristina Ann-Veronica Ramaker 
Social Work ..... ... ... ..... .......... ... .. .. .... ... .. Spring Grove MN Social Work ... .. .... .... ... ... ... ... ........ .. ..... .. Spring Valley MN 
Emily Nicole Gorder Lori Lynn Rhodes 
Social Work ..... ..... .... ... .... ....... ...... ... ..... .. Stewartville MN Social Work .. .............. ..... ...... ..... ...... ........ .. Rochester MN 
+ Karin Marie Gray Krista L. Ripley 
Social Work ... .. ..... .... ........ .... .. ........ ..... ... Stewartville MN Social Work ... ... .. ... ... ..... ..... ........ .. ........ .... .. Rochester MN 
t Kaitlyn Ruth Guenther t Jessica Helena Rueber 
Social Work .. ..... .... .... .... ...... .. .. ............. . Independence WI Social Work ...... ..... ... ..... .. .... .. ... ..... .. ...... ..... Plainview MN 
+ Sean Michael Haggerty Jr. Amy Elizabeth Schmidt 
Social Work ...... ... .... ..... ... ... ... ...... .... .. ..... Stewartville MN Social Work ... .... ..... .. ...... .... .. ... ... .. .. ... ...... .... La Crosse WI 
Taylor Lynn Hansen Reding Allyson Nichole Shultz 
Social Work ..... .... ....... .... ..... ........... ...... ......... Morgan MN Social Work .. .. .. ... .... .... ... ... ... ........ ........ ...... Rochester MN 
Corie Marie Hartman Michaela Ann Sichler 
Social Work ... ..... .... .. .. ..... ... .. ..... .... ... .. .... .. .. Rochester MN Social Work ...... ........ ...... ... ... ..... ....... .. ... ... ... ... Dakota MN 
Adesebhoghe Michael Iyobhebhe Pamela Joy Speltz 
Social Work ...... .. ...... ............. ..... ....... ... . Bloomington MN Social Work .... ....... ... .... .. ........ ........... ....... .. Plainview MN 
:j: Amanda Rose Jackson Shaina Rose Stein 
Social Work ... ...... .. ..... .... ... ..... ... ... .. ... .. Dodge Center MN Social Work ...... .... .... .......... . , ............ ..... .. .. Milwaukee WI 
Jacalyn L. Johnson Teah JoAnn Stensven 
Social Work ...... ....... ...... ... .... .... .... ..... .. ....... Rochester MN Social Work ... ... ... ... ...... .. ... ... .. ... .... ... .. ... ........... Ettrick WI 
Abigael Nyaboke Kenyanya + Heather Marie Thorngren 
Social Work .. .... .... .... .... ... ........ ...... ..... ... . Nairobi KENYA Social Work ..... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... .......... ..... ... Coon Rapids MN 
Jonathan James Kluver Stephanie Marie Tupy 
Social Work .. .... ..... ........ ... ...... ... .. ....... ... ... Albert Lea MN Social Work ...... ..... ....... .... .... .. ... ... .. ...... .. New Prague MN 
+ Gina Marie Koss Devon Leigh Vandenheuvel 
Social Work ....... ..... ...... .... .... ... ........ ....... .. Blue Earth MN Social Work ..... ............ .. ... ......... .... ...... ........ ... .. . Isanti MN 
+ Sarah Jane Kotval Brittany Jo Weidman 
Social Work ..... ... ...... ... .... .... .... ..... ...... .... .... Rochester MN Social Work ...... .... .... ... ........... ... .... .. ......... .. Rochester MN 
Kaitlyn Ariel Koven Amy Lynn White 
Social Work ... .. ...... ... ..... ... .... .............. ........ Lake City MN Social Work ...... ..... .. ........ ....... .... .. .... .. ...... Pine Island MN 
Erika Lee Krings t Kayla Madelyne Wolff 
Social Work ...... ... ...... .... ............. ... ............. .... Prescott WI Social Work .... ...... .... .... .. ..... .. .. ..... .... ... .... ... Janesville MN 
Dylan Scott Mackey t Teresa Colette Yoder 
Social Work ...... ..... ...... .......... .......... .. ..... ........ Le Roy MN Social Work ....... ... ..... ..... .... .... .... ... ... .... Detroit Lakes MN 
Michelle Margaret Marking Paige Elizabeth Young 
Social Work ..... ......... ..... .... ... ...... .......... ..... Beldenville WI Social Work .......... ... .... .. .... ...... ......... .......... Rochester MN 
Connor Richard Meers Taylor Zanotti 
Social Work/Spanish ........ ......... ....... ... ... Cold Spring MN Social Work .. .... .. ... .... .. ... ... ... ... ... ..... .. ... ..... ... Onalaska WI 
+ Katelyn Jean Melver t Cassady Lee Zebro 
Social Work ........... ..... ................. ...... ... ... ... .. .. Preston MN Social Work ..... .. .... ....... ..... ..... ..... ...... .... .. Forest Lake MN 
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College of Science and Engineering 
Bachelor of Arts* 
Jarek Tyler Esswein 
Mathematics ...... ......... ..... ... ........ ... ........ Apple Valley MN 
Bachelor of Science* 
Hagir B. Abdelrahim 
Clinical Lab Science ... ..... ... ... .......... ....... Maplewood MN 
Kawthar Mohamed Ahmed ' 
Clinical Lab Science ........ .. ........... ...... ... Minneapolis MN 
John Anthony Aipperspach 
Engineering ... ...... .. ... ...... .... .... .... .... ..... ..... .. Rochester OH 
Reem Abdulqadir Alaso 
Biology .... .. .. .. .. .................. ...... ............... ... . Rochester MN 
+ Michael Stuart Aldrich 
Computer Science ........... ...... ........................ Winona MN 
Michael Dean Allen 
Chemistry .. .... ...... ...... .......... ... .... ... ....... ... ... ... . Baraboo WT 
t Timothy Michael Ambrose 
Mathematics/Statistics ........ .. ..... ..... .... ... Stewartville MN 
Joshua Charles Anderson 
Clinical Lab Science ........ .... ...... ............. Maplewood MN 
+ Kellie Marie Anderson 
Biology ....... .. .. ... ... .... .. ........ ..... ....... ... ..... . Maplewood MN 
Shelley Renee Anderson 
Biology .. .... .. ............. ..... ..... ... ... ...... ......... Maplewood MN 
Aaron Lawrence Anderson-Walker 
Engineering ... ............................................ Saint Paul MN 
Patricia Rae Ashley 
Engineering .... .............. ...... .... ....... ... .. ...... ... Faribault MN 
Blake Carlton Ausenhus 
Biology .... .... .... .... ....... ..... ... .. ... ... .. ... ........ Nora Springs TA 
Hayden Williams Baker 
Engineering ....................... ... .. ........................ Savage MN 
Jaclyn Rose Bateman 
Clinical Lab Science .. ....... .... .......... ... Good Thunder MN 
Curtis Wayne Bauer 
Engineering ... ..... .... ... ....... ...... ...... ......... . Zimmerman MN 
Jesse D. Benoy 
Engineering ..................... ... ..................... .. ...... Hudson WI 
Joshua Paul Balks 
Biology .. .... .... .............. .... ... .. ..................... Prior Lake MN 
Douglas J. Borden 
Engineering .. .... ...... ....... .... .... .......... ..... ..... .. Waukesha WI 
Grant Michael Borkowski 
Chemistry ...... ... ............ .... ... ... ... .................... Winona MN 
Giovanni B. Borsari 
Biology .......... ................... .... ..................... Cesena ITALY 
Kevin Michael Brom 
Physics (Honors in Physics) ... ........ White Bear Lake MN 
Jeffrey Richard Brookshaw 
Computer Science ... ........... ...... ... ......... ......... . Prescott WI 
Kelsey Elizabeth Budahn 
Geoscience ..... .................. ..... ...... ............... Rochester MN 
Emily Ann Buege 
Biology ......... .............. .. .. ... ..... ...... ......... ....... . Winona MN 
Luke Christian Buerkley 
Engineering ... ...... ......... ... ... ... ... ..... ... ... ......... Somerset WT 
Corey Dean Cambem 
Computer Science ........... ... ...... ....................... Austin MN 
+ William John Carpenter 
Engineering ........ ............ .... ... ........ .......... .... .... Neenah WI 
Zachary David Charette 
Clinical Lab Science ..... .. ...... ... ...... ... .. ... ... ... .. Prescott WT 
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Steven Vuoy Chea 
Computer Science ........... ..... ... ..... ... .. ... .. .... Rochester MN 
Edward John Conlin 
Chemistry ... .. ...... ....... ... .. .. ....... ..... .. ... . Cottage Grove MN 
Kesala Ariel Cook 
Biology ...... ..................... ........ .... ................. Stockton MN 
+ Rose Marie Coughlen 
Physics (Honors in Physics) .. ... ... ............... Shakopee MN 
Bronson Gregory Crites 
Engineering ..... ..... ...... .. ... ...... ........ .. ..... ... .. ..... .. Barron WT 
+ Taylor Christine Curtis 
Biology ...... .. ..... ... ........... ..... .................... Forest Lake MN 
t Elizabeth Charlotte Daniels 
Chemistry .. ... .... .. ......... ................. ........... Fond du Lac WT 
+ William Jackson DeSousa 
Engineering ..... ... .. ..... ...... ....... ... .... ......... Cedar Rapids TA 
Yourri-Samuel Dessureault 
Engineering ... ... ................ ..... .. .... .. ......... Montevideo MN 
Charles Elliot Detviler 
Computer Science ......... ... ... .. ............... ........ .. Savage MN 
Erinn E. Dey 
Biology ... .... ... .. .... .. .... ....... .... .... ... ........ .... ... ... Oshkosh WT 
Elizabeth Ann Dingbaum 
Chemistry .. .... .. ...................... ......... ... .......... Moorpark CA 
t Joshua Cole Dinndorf 
Computer Science ................. ... ...... ............ ... . Savage MN 
t Kyle Michael Dubiak 
Chemistry ..... ... ... .............. ..... ....... ... ... .. ... ..... Raymond WT 
t Katrina Eileen Flasch 
Biology ... .. ... .. ..... ....... ... .... .. ......... ........... .. ... .. Mayville WI 
+ Anna Nicole Frankowski 
Geoscience ...................... .... ... .... ............ Minneapolis MN 
Ryan Warren Gerts 
Biology .. .. ..... ..... ........... ... ... .... ..... ........... Bloomingdale IL 
Sarah L. Googins 
Biology ... .... .......... .. .. ...... ...... ..... .... ... ....... .. .... Winona MN 
Douglas Alfred Garand 
Chemistry .... .................... ........... ................ Brookfield WI 
+ Taylor Marie Green 
Chemistry .......... ............ ...... ... ................. Maplewood MN 
+ Adam Russell Grupa 
Computer Science/Mathematics ....... ...... ...... Winona MN 
Allison Rose Guthrie 
Chemistry .... ................... .... .......... ............ . Shoreview MN 
Patrick James Hager 
Chemistry .... .. .................. ..... .... .. ... ..... ....... Woodbury MN 
Joshua Christian Hanke 
Computer Science ............ .. .. ..... ... ........ .. .... Rochester MN 
Matthew Loral Hare 
Biology .. .. ..... .. .. ..... ......... ... ...... ......... Prairie Du Chien WT 
+ Reid Leland Hein 
Biology ..... .... .. .. .................... ..... .................... Winona MN 
Megan Anne Henle 
Biology ........... .. .............. ...... ..... .. ... .. ..... .. ... New Ulm MN 
Logan Lee Herber 






Magna cum Laude 
Summa cum Laude 
Diploma will be awarded upon 
sati~factory completion of degree . 
+ Erin Elisabeth Hill 
Computer Science ......... ..... .. ...................... Rochester MN 
Melissa Marian Hofer 
Engineering ................. ........ ...... ... ................ Cochrane WI 
Cori A. Jackson 
Engineering ...................................................... Tomah WI 
Andrew John Lloyd Jacobson 
Chemistry ...................................... ................. Cushing WI 
Daniel Robert Johnson 
Computer Science ............................................ Byron MN 
David Christian Johnson 
Chemistry ................................ .................... La Crosse WI 
Timothy James Johnson 
Computer Science ............................... Dodge Center MN 
+ Claire Jolowsky 
Engineering ......... ... ................. ... ... ................... Eagan MN 
Jacob F. Kafer 
Engineering ........................................... Fountain City WI 
Jerica Denee Kamin 
Mathematics/Statistics .. .. ..... .. ..... .. ...... .... Farmington MN 
Sean Michael Kelley 
Computer Science ........................... South Saint Paul MN 
Dustin Ralph Kimball 
Engineering .......................................... Spring Valley MN 
+ Lincoln Charles Kirchoff 
Computer Science .............. ..................... Farmington MN 
Alexander James Koerber 
Geoscience ............................................................ Cary IL 
Matthew Robert Koestler 
Geoscience ............................ ........... ........ St. Charles MN 
t Haley Danielle Korth 
Clinical Lab Science ....... ...... ........... .............. Stockton IL 
Robert A. Koss 
Chemistry ........................... .................... ........ Baraboo WI 
Jacob Matthew Koza 
Mathematics .................... ............................... Holmen WI 
Samantha Paige Krause 
Biology ...................................................... Lake Zurich IL 
Melanie Elise Kroll 
Biology ........................................... Wisconsin Rapids WI 
Kacy Lynn Kuscienko 
Clinical Lab Science ...................... ................ Gibbon MN 
Kyle Ryan Latky 
Computer Science ........................................ Medford MN 
Jeramy Allen Lawson 
Computer Science .............. ... ... .................. Rochester MN 
Matthew Phillip Levine 
Engineering .............................. .......... Pembroke Pines FL 
Yao Li 
Statistics ............................. ......... ............... Hebei CHINA 
Paige Marie Lilienthal 
Biology ..................................... .............. Minnetonka MN 
·1 Taylor Jean Lundstrom 
Biology ............................................... Cottage Grove MN 
Ian Kuria Mbuthia 
Statistics ................................................. Nairobi KENYA 
David Robert Meier 
Biology ..................................................... West Salem WI 
Lucas Lee Mestad 
Biology .............................................................. Elgin MN 
Johnna Josephine Miller 
Biology ................................................... Minneapolis MN 
Abdihakim Abdullahi Mohamoud 
Biology ....................................................... Rochester MN 
+ Abdullahi 0. Mohamud 
Clinical Lab Science .............................. Minneapolis MN 
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Jeffrey William Moon 
Computer Science ................................. Stevens Point WI 
:j: Katrina Marie Moore 
Engineering ................................................. Minocqua WI 
Kacie Jo Nelson 
Chemistry ..................................... ............. Owatonna MN 
Paige M. Ng 
Mathematics/Statistics ... ...... .... .... ... .. Saint Paul Park MN 
:j: Michael Robert Olheiser 
Mathematics/Physics (Honors in Physics) .... St. Paul MN 
Olubukunola Gbemisola Onajin 
Biology .................................................... Warri NIGERIA 
Daniel John O'Neil 
Statistics/Mathematics .... ....... .... .. ... ....... . Maplewood MN 
Chelsey Taylor Otto 
Biology ......................................... ................... Austin MN 
·1 Alix Marie Overgard 
Chemistry ......................... ......... ... ............ .......... Eleva WI 
Anthony Michael Panke 
Engineering ...................... ... ... ... ... ... ......... ...... Holmen WI 
Ashley R. Pederson 
Geoscience ................. ... ... ... ... ... ........................ Gurnee IL 
t Cheryl Louise Peters 
Chemistry .................................................... Goodhue MN 
Anna Tomasko Pientok 
Biology ........................................................ Whitehall WI 
+ Jorge Ricardo Polanco 
Biology ......................................................... Onalaska WI 
Alexander Joseph Popp 
Biology ................................... ... ................. Woodstock IL 
John Winston Rosemeyer 
Engineering ......................... ... ...... .......... Minneapolis MN 
+ Alexander J. Rud 
Biology .................... ...... ... ... ... ..................... Lakeville MN 
Kelli L. Rush 
Biology ............................................................. Racine WI 
Robert John Rutscher 
Computer Science ...................................... Stillwater MN 
Kaila Blaire Sanneman 
Biology .............................. ; .............................. Byron MN 
Rebekah Elizabeth Saugen 
Computer Science .......................................... Chaska MN 
Danielle Marie Schneider 
Clinical Lab Science .................................. River Falls WI 
Thomas Jerald Schoen 
Engineering ......................... ... ... ... ... ......... Clear Lake MN 
·1 John Richard Schultz 
Chemistry ......................... ... ...... ... ... ... ........ Cedarburg WI 
t Danielle Rose Sherman 
Chemistry ............................ ............................ Oconto WI 
Anuj Shrestha 
Computer Science ...... ... .................... Kathmandu NEPAL 
+ Ashley Taylor Shuck 
Chemistry ........................................ ................ Lenexa KS 
+ Marshall Lee Six 
Biology ........................................................... Savage MN 
Hannah Ashley Skinner 
Engineering .............................................. Saint Peter MN 
Cori Elaine Slifka 
Engineering ............. ... ... ............................. Rochester MN 
Leslie Ann Smith 
Geoscience ..................................................... Arcadia WI 
Ethan John Sorenson 
Biology .................................................... Rose Creek MN 
Sheryl I. Stephenson 
Geoscience ......... Newtownards NORTHERN IRELAND 
Sara Catherine Strugar 
Biology ..................................................... Deer River MN 
Saadeldin Mohammed Suliman 
Computer Science ...................................... Rochester MN 
Brody Jack Swanson 
Statistics .................................................... ....... Edina MN 
Shelby Diane Sylvester 
Biology .............................................................. Isanti MN 
Matthew David Unmacht 
Biology ............................................................. Eagan MN 
Kayla Maureen Vangsgard 
Engineering ................................................ Stillwater MN 
Tay !or Yvette Villari 
Biology ............................................... Cottage Grove MN 
Chad N. VonArx 
Biology ................................................... La Crescent MN 
Amy J. Voss 
Engineering ....... ........ ..... ................ ................ Waseca MN 
Josh C. Voss 
Geoscience ................................................. Woodstock IL 
Eric William Walczak 
Computer Science ........................................ Somerset WI 
+ Connor Kammerer Ward 
Engineering ............................... Inver Grove Heights MN 
Brandon Michael Webb 
Chemistry ........ .................................. ...... Farmington MN 
Sydnie Micaela Weisbrod 
Biology ..................... ............ ...................... ...... Verona WI 
Andreas Michael Weller 
Engineering ........ ........................................ Elm Grove WI 
Daniel Kevin Wester 
Computer Science .................................. Stewartville MN 
Jordan Weyer 
Biology ........................................................... Baldwin WI 
Ashley Lynn Wiederin 
Biology .............. .................................... .. ..... Somerset WI 
Marissa Joy Wilson 
Clinical Lab Science ............................. Maple Grove MN 
Connor William Wood 
Engineering ......... .................................... .. Burnsville MN 
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Jacquelyn Lee Young 
Engineering ............................................... Bumsville MN 
Sorath Yous 
Computer Science ......................................... Mitchell SD 
Adam James Yucuis 
Computer Science ...................... ................... Winona MN 
t Laura Jane Zeamer 
Biology ............. .... .......................................... Jackson WI 
Taylor Ryleigh Zehren 
Biology ............ .................. .................. .. ....... Appleton WI 
Andrew John Zwickey 
Biology ............................................. .. Brooklyn Park MN 
Bachelor of Science-Teaching* 
Megan Marie Becker 
Mathematics .... .. ................ ................ .. ......... Johns burg IL 
Tucker D. Besel 
Physics ....... ......... ...... ........ ....... .............. ......... Austin MN 
t Katrina Eileen Flasch 
Biology .............................................. ..... ....... Mayville WI 
t Joseph Conrad Hatch 
Mathematics ... ..................................... ... New Prague MN 
Samantha Sue Hildebrandt 
Mathematics ... .. ............................... ...... ........ McHenry IL 
Jeffrey R. Kuball 
Mathematics .............. ............ ....... ........... .... Faribault MN 
t Cailyn Elizabeth McCauley 
Mathematics ...... ........................................ Owatonna MN 
Hayden James McKittrick 
Mathematics ..... ................................... ........ Marshall MN 
Brett David Phelps 
Mathematics ....................................... .. ..... ............ Cary IL 
t Lukas James Reed 
Mathematics ... .. ... .................................. .. ... ... Winona MN 
+ Emily Ann Smetana 
Mathematics ...... ......... ................................ ... St. Paul MN 
Elizabeth Eugenia Thiss 
Mathematics ..... ................................ .... ..... Lanesboro MN 
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES 
To respect the dignity of the ceremony and allow all guests to see their degree candidates 
recognized, guests are not allowed on the floor of the arena and are requested to remain seated. 
Arrangements have been made with Lifetouch to photograph each degree candidate during the 
ceremony. Degree candidates will be able to review their images online 7 to 10 days after the 
ceremony. Questions regarding photographs should be directed to Lifetouch at 1-866-214-0468. 
View and order portraits online at: www.events.lifetouch.com. 
Capture the excitement of commencement for yourself and 
those special people who couldn't be there. 
The complete Spring 2015 WSU Commencement ceremony is available on DVD courtesy of HBC Productions. Each 
DVD copy costs $9.95 plus tax and shipping ($2 per DVD). Order online at 
www.hbci.com/store or send a check or money order along with the information requested below to: 
HBC Productions, Attn: Cable Productions 
58 Johnson St. 
Winona, MN 55987 
This order is for a graduate who participated in: 
0 Morning Commencement 0 Afternoon Commencement 
Number of copies __ _ Amount Enclosed $ ___ _ 
Name ______________________________________ _ 
Address _____________________________________ _ 
City ___________________ State ___________ Zip _____ _ 
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A Community of Learners 
Improving Our World 
Winona State University, founded in 1858, is the first of Minnesota's state universities as well 
as the first state-supported teacher training institution established west of the Mississippi River. 
As Minnesota's premier state university, WSU prepares students with high quality educational 
programs and student services in an all-inclusive learning community. Students experience 
rigorous programs and instructional excellence in an environment that respects diversity 
and fosters intellectual maturity. 
Winona State University 
Post Office Box 5838 
Winona, Minnesota 55987-5838 
(507) 457-5000 
A Tradition of Excellence 
since 1858 
